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TOPOLOGICAL RIGIDITY AND GROMOV SIMPLICIAL VOLUME
PIERRE DERBEZ
ABSTRACT. A natural problem in the theory of 3-manifolds is the question of whether
two 3-manifolds are homeomorphic or not. The aim of this paper is to study this problem
for the class of closed Haken manifolds using degree one maps.
To this purpose we introduce an invariant τ(N) = (Vol(N), ‖N‖) where ‖N‖ de-
notes the Gromov simplicial volume of N and Vol(N) is a 2-dimensional simplicial vol-
ume which measures the volume of the base 2-orbifolds of the Seifert pieces of N .
After studying the behavior of τ(N) under nonzero degree maps action, we prove that
if M and N are closed Haken manifolds such that ‖M‖ = |deg(f)|‖N‖ and Vol(M) =
Vol(N) then any non-zero degree map f : M → N is homotopic to a covering map.
This extends a result of S. Wang in [W1] for maps of nonzero degree from M to itself.
As a corollary we prove that if M and N are closed Haken manifolds such that τ(N)
is sufficiently close to τ(M) then any degree one map f : M → N is homotopic to a
homeomorphism.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Simplicial volume of a manifold. Let Nn be a n-dimensional manifold. The sim-
plicial volume of N is a homotopy invariant of N defined by M. Gromov in [G] using the
l1-pseudo norm on singular homology as follows: for an element h ∈ H∗(N, ∂N ;R), the
Gromov norm is given by
‖h‖ = inf
{
i=r∑
i=1
|ai|, when
i=r∑
i=1
aiσi represents h
}
The Gromov simplicial volume of N , denoted by ‖N‖ is the Gromov norm of the image
of a generator of Hn(N, ∂N ;Z) under the canonical homomorphism Hn(N, ∂N ;Z) →
Hn(N, ∂N ;R) ≃ Hn(N, ∂N ;Z)⊗R.
1.2. Simplicial volume of a Haken manifold. Let N be a closed Haken manifold. Given
a submanifoldK of N we denote by W (K) a regular neighborhood of K in N . Denote by
TN the JSJ-family of N , by S(N), resp. H(N), the Seifert, resp. hyperbolic, components
of N∗ = N \W (TN ) and by Σ(N) = (Σ(N), ∅) the characteristic Seifert pair of N (see
[JS] and [J]). The Cutting off Theorem of M. Gromov ([G]) combined with the fact that
manifolds admitting a fixed point free S1-action have zero Gromov simplicial volume (by
the Mapping Theorem of M. Gromov) implies that
‖N‖ =
∑
H∈H(N)
‖H‖
In particular this means that the Gromov simplicial volume of a Haken manifold only
depends on its hyperbolic pieces. In the following it will be convenient to decompose
S(N) into two parts depending on the geometry of the components of S(N). We denote
by Sh(N), resp. by Se(N), the components of S(N) admitting a Seifert fibration with
hyperbolic, resp. Euclidean, base 2-orbifold.
1.3. Extending the Simplicial volume. To get a rigidity theorem for Haken manifolds
we need to add an other invariant of N which does not vanish on S(N) provided S(N) is
”non-trivial” (i.e. when Sh(N) 6= ∅). To this purpose we define a kind of 2-dimensional
simplicial volume for N . More precisely, let S be a component of S(N). Fix a Seifert
fibration for S and denote by OS the base 2-orbifold of S with respect to the fixed Seifert
fibration. Then we set Vol(S) = |χ(OS)| and we define the 2-dimensional volume of N
by setting
Vol(N) =
∑
S∈S(N)
Vol(S)
3Lemma 1.1. IfN is a closed Haken manifold, the 2-dimensional volumeVol(N), and thus
the pair τ(N) = (Vol(N), ‖N‖), is an invariant of N . Moreover τ(N) = 0 iff N is a
virtual torus bundle.
It will be convenient to use the following convention: we say that (a, b) ≥ (c, d) if and
only if a ≥ c and b ≥ d, where (a, b) and (c, d) are in R2.
1.4. Volume and nonzero degree maps. It follows from the definition of the Gromov
simplicial volume that nonzero degree maps ”decreases the simplicial volume” in the fol-
lowing sense. Let f : M → N be a proper nonzero degree map between orientable n-
dimensional manifolds. Then ‖M‖ ≥ |deg(f)|‖N‖. This inequality does not hold with
τ(N). In particular the relation Vol(M) ≥ |deg(f)|Vol(N) is not true. For instance there
exists a degree one map from a Euclidean 3-manifold M onto N = S3 or N = S2 × S1.
Then we get Vol(M) = 0 < Vol(N) and thus the decreasing problem for the volume has
to be considered only for aspherical 3-manifolds. In the case of aspherical 3-manifolds
then consider an orientable hyperbolic surface F and define for each integer n a map
gn : M = F × S1 → N = F × S1 such that gn(x, z) = (x, zn). Then deg(gn) = n and
Vol(M) = Vol(N) = −χ(F ) > 0. However we have the following comparison result:
Theorem 1.2. Let f : M → N be a nonzero degree map between closed Haken manifolds.
If ‖M‖ = |deg(f)|‖N‖ then Vol(M) ≥ Vol(N).
Note that the condition on the Gromov simplicial volume is necessary in Theorem 1.2.
Indeed by a construction of [BW] using nul-homotopic hyperbolic knots, we know that for
any aspherical Seifert fibered space Σ there always exists a hyperbolic 3-manifoldM such
that there exists a degree one map f : M → Σ. In this case Vol(M) = 0 and Σ can be
choosen so that Vol(Σ) > 0.
In view of Theorem 1.2 the following question is natural: If ‖M‖ = |deg(f)|‖N‖ then
what happens when Vol(M) = Vol(N)? This is the aim of the following section.
1.5. Volume and topological rigidity. The purpose of this paper is to characterize those
degree one (resp. nonzero degree) maps between closed Haken manifolds which are ho-
motopic to a homeomorphism (resp. covering). Then our main result states as follows:
Theorem 1.3. Let f : M → N be a nonzero degree map between closed Haken manifolds
such that ‖M‖ = |deg(f)|‖N‖. If Vol(M) = Vol(N) then f is homotopic to a deg(f)-
fold covering.
Remark 1.4. In Theorem 1.3 we can obviously decompose f into two covering maps which
preserve the JSJ-decomposition. This means that after a homotopy, f induces two covering
maps f |H(M) : H(M)→ H(N) and f |S(M) : S(M) → S(N). Since a Seifert fibered
space can be seen as a generalized S1-bundle over a 2-dimensional orbifold then it could
be convenient to precise the behavior of the covering map f |S(M) with respect to this
anisotropic structure. Actually, when the fibration of a Seifert manifold S is unique (up
to isotopy), the action of f |S can be decomposed into two transversal actions: a vertical
action (i.e. action along the S1-fibers of S) and a horizontal action (i.e. action along
the 2-orbifolds of S). Then in the proof of Theorem 1.3 we will see that the hypothesis
Vol(M) = Vol(N) implies that f |Sh(M) acts only vertically and that the horizontal action
is trivial.
Remark 1.5. Note that in [W1], S. Wang proved that a proper map of nonzero degree
f : M → M from a Haken manifold M to itself necessarily induces an injective homo-
morphism at the fundamental group level. Then Theorem 1.3 gives an extension of this
result since when M = N the conditions on the volume are satisfied.
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If we consider only degree one maps then one can weaken the hypothesis concerning
the volumes. More precisely, combining Theorem 1.3 and [D, Theorem 1.2] we get the
following
Corollary 1.6. For any closed Haken manifold M there exists a constant ηM ∈ (0, 1)
depending only on M such that any degree one map f : M → N onto a closed Haken
manifold is homotopic to a homeomorphism iff τ(N) ≥ τ(M)(1 − ηM ).
1.6. Known results on Topological rigidity.
1.6.1. Rigidity of Surface bundles. The above problem has been studied by S. Wang and
M. Boileau in [W] and [BW] when the domain M is a surface bundle over the circle and
when the targetN is irreducible. In particular in [W], S. Wang proved that if M is a virtual
torus bundle over the circle then f is homotopic to a covering map. When M is a bundle
over S1 with a fiber of negative Euler characteristic, denote by α the cohomology class
corresponding to the fibration of M . Then in [BW], M. Boileau and S. Wang proved that
if there is a rational cohomology class β in N with f∗(β) = α and such that ‖α‖Th =
|deg(f)|‖β‖Th then f is homotopic to a covering map. Here ‖.‖Th denotes the Thurston
norm.
Remark 1.7. Notice that the constant Vol(M) in Theorem 1.3 plays the same role in the
”graph part” of M as the Thurston norm of α in the result of M. Boileau and S. Wang in
[BW, Theorem 2.1].
1.6.2. Rigidity of hyperbolic manifolds. The problem above is completely solved for hy-
perbolic manifolds by a result of M. Gromov and W. Thurston which states as follows:
Theorem 1.8 (M. Gromov, W. Thurston). Let M and N be two complete finite volume
hyperbolic 3-manifolds. Then a non zero degree map f : M → N is homotopic to a
deg(f)-fold covering iff ‖M‖ = |deg(f)|‖N‖.
Recall that T. Soma gave a generalization (see [S2]) of this result for degree one maps
by proving the following result:
Theorem 1.9 (T. Soma). For any ε > 0 there is a constant ηε > 0 which depends only
on ε such that, any degree one map f : M → N between closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds
satisfying ‖M‖ ≤ ε and ‖N‖ ≥ ‖M‖(1− ηε) is homotopic to an isometry.
Notice that limε→+∞ ηε = 0.
Note also that this kind of result can not be extended for Haken manifolds even if the
target is a closed hyperbolic manifold. This comes from the Thurston hyperbolic surgery
theorem.
Indeed, let Y be a complete finite volume orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold with ∂Y ≃
S1 × S1 and let X denote an orientable graph manifold with ∂X ≃ S1 × S1 in such a
way that there exists a simple closed curve l in ∂X such that the pair (X, l) is pinchable.
This means that there exists a proper degree one map π : (X, ∂X)→ (V, ∂V ) where V is
a solid torus D2 × S1 such that π : ∂X → ∂V is a homeomorphism which sends l to the
meridian m = ∂D2 × {∗} in ∂V . To perform this operation it is sufficient to choose X so
that l is nul-homologous in H1(X ;Z) (for instance X = F × S1 where F is an orientable
surface with connected boundary and l = ∂F ).
Let {ln, n ∈ N} be a sequence of simple closed curves in ∂Y such that
{lenght(ln), n ∈ N} define a strictly increasing sequence with limn→∞ lenght(ln) =
+∞, where lenght denotes the lenght for the Euclidean metric on ∂Y induced by the hy-
perbolic metric of int(Y ). Denote by Mn the closed Haken manifold obtained by gluing
5X and Y along ∂X and ∂Y in such a way that l is identified with ln and denote by Nn
the 3-manifold obtained from Y after performing a Dehn filling along the curve ln. Thus
the map π can be extended by the identity to construct a degree one map fn : Mn → Nn.
Then ‖Mn‖ = ‖Y ‖ > 0. By the Thurston hyperbolic surgery theorem, one sees that the
Nn’s are closed hyperbolic manifolds for n sufficiently large and {‖Nn‖, n ∈ N} is a
strictly increasing sequence such that limn→∞ ‖Nn‖ = ‖Y ‖. Moreover the maps fn are
neither homotopic to a homeomorhism.
1.7. Organization of the paper. This paper is organized as follows.
In section 2 we recall some terminology and we state some results on finite coverings
of Haken manifolds. This section has essentially a technical interest for our purpose.
Section 3 is devoted to the study of characteristic maps between closed Haken manifolds
(maps that preserves the Jaco-Shalen-Johannson decomposition). We first give a result
which allow to construct by surgeries a characteristic map from a given nonzero degree map
between closed Haken mamifolds. Then we describe the behavior of characteristic maps.
More precisely the characteristic maps gives a thick-thin decomposition of the domain M
(when f : M → N ) and we show that f has a virtual standard form with respect to this
decomposition.
In Section 4 we use the results stated in Section 3 to prove Theorem 1.2 for character-
istic maps (see Proposition 4.1). More precisely we use the standard form for character-
istic maps to show that it suffices to check Theorem 1.2 for proper nonzero degree maps
f : G → Σ from a Haken graph manifold G to a Seifert fibered space with geometry
H2 ×R or S˜L2(R). If G is a Seifert fibered space then the map f descends to a nonzero
degree map from the orbifoldOG of G to the orbifold OΣ of Σ and thus one can compare
the volume of G and Σ. When G is not a Seifert fibered space, we use the decomposition
stated in Section 3 which cut G into a thick part Gthick and a thin part Gthin.
More precisely, the results proved in Section 3 allow to assume that there exists a family
of vertical tori Tv in Σ such that (after a homotopy) f(Gthin) = Tv and, f |Gthick is a fiber
preserving map.
When the tori of the family Tv are pairwise disjoint then it can be shown that the contri-
bution of f |Gthin is negligible to produce the volume of the image of f and thus we prove
that Vol(Gthick) ≥ Vol(Σ). Note that in this case, a crucial point is that when the tori of
the family Tv are pairwise disjoint then the volume of Σ does not change after removing
Tv. But when the tori of the family Tv are not pairwise disjoint the above arguments do
not hold and the contribution of the map f |Gthin may be non-trivial and hence we have to
construct a convenient orbifold complex to compare the volumes.
More precisely, for any Seifert piece S in Gthick the map f |S : S → Σ descends to
a map from the base orbifold OS of S to OΣ but when S is a Seifert piece of Gthin the
map f |S : S → Σ does not factors throught the base 2-orbifolds in general. Hence we
decompose of Gthin into G1thin ∪ G2thin where for each Seifert piece S of G1thin, resp.
G2thin, the map f |S is fiber preserving, resp. is not fiber preserving. Denote by Gmain
the union of the Seifert pieces of Gthick and of G1thin. Thus we construct an orbifold
complex Γˆ ∪ Omain obtained by connecting the components of Omain = ∪S∈GmainOS by
a 1-dimensional graph Γˆ. We define a volume for Γˆ∪Omain and we prove that Γˆ∪Omain
dominates OΣ with respect to the volumes. The proof of this domination depends on the
geometry of Σ.
When Σ has a H2 ×R-structure then Σ admits a horizontal surface say FΣ. Note that
FΣ dominatesOΣ since they are related by a branched covering. Then consider the surface
F = f−1(FΣ) which dominates FΣ by construction. Note that F is naturally divided into
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a thick part Fthick and a thin part Fthin that is itself divided into the union F1thin ∪ F2thin
and the standard form of Section 3 allows to construct a graph Γ embedded in F such that
Γ∪Fmain dominates FΣ where Fmain = Fthick∪F1thin. Then the key point of this case is
to prove that the dominating map f |Γ∪Fmain : Γ∪Fmain → FΣ descends to a dominating
map Γˆ ∪Omain → OΣ.
When Σ has a S˜L2(R)-structure then we have no horizontal surface and the problem
is more delicate. In this case we consider the space Σ′ obtained from Σ after removing
a regular neighborhood of a regular fiber. Then using the standard form for characteristic
maps one can construct a graph manifoldG′ ”over”G and a corresponding nonzero degree
map f ′ : G′ → Σ′ such that G′thin = Gthin. Then we can apply the arguments of the first
case with a horizontal surface FΣ′ in Σ′ and a surface F = (f ′)−1(FΣ′ ). Next we prove
that FΣ′ ”dominates” in a convenient way OΣ so that the map Γ ∪ Fmain → FΣ′ → OΣ
factors throught Γˆ ∪ Omain.
On other key point is to compare Vol(Γˆ ∪ Omain) and vol(G). More precisely, the
purpose of Section 4 is to prove that Vol(G) ≥ Vol(Σ) and in particular if Gthin 6= ∅ then
Vol(G) > Vol(Σ). Since by the step above we know that Vol(Γˆ ∪ Omain) ≥ Vol(Σ) then
it is sufficient to check that Vol(Γˆ ∪ Omain) < Vol(G). This inequality can be directly
checked when the genus gS of the base 2-orbifolds of some Seifert pieces S of G2thin is
sufficiently large. In the general case, we use some results on subgroup separability of
Haken manifolds groups of E. Hamilton, and K. Gruenberg and a system of horizontal
surfaces to construct a finite covering f˜ : G˜ → Σ˜ of f satisfying the condition on the
genus. This proves that Vol(G˜) > Vol(Σ˜). Note that the finite covering has to be chosen
carefully so that the above inequality descends to a strict inequality Vol(G) > Vol(Σ).
This latter point can be achieved provided we control the difference between the fiber
degree of Σ˜→ Σ and that of G˜ \ TG˜ → G \ TG.
Section 5 is devoted to the proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 and Corollary 1.6. Note that
in this paper all the 3-manifolds are orientable.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we first prove the invariance of the 2-dimensional simplicial volume.
Next we recall some well known facts on Seifert fibered spaces and on Haken manifolds
which will be used throughout this paper. These results concern finite coverings and sepa-
rability in Haken manifolds groups. Let Σ be an orientable Seifert fibered space. Then Σ is
a S1-bundle over its base 2-orbifoldOΣ and the S1-action is globally well-defined since Σ
is orientable. Recall that if OΣ denotes the underlying space of OΣ and if c1, ..., cr denote
the exceptional points of OΣ with index µ1, ..., µr respectively then
χ (OΣ) = χ
(
OΣ
)
−
i=r∑
i=1
(
1−
1
µi
)
The geometry of OΣ is hyperbolic, Euclidean or Spherical when χ (OΣ) is respectively
< 0, = 0 or > 0. Hence the geometry of S depends of the geometry of O(S) combined
with the rational Euler number e(S) of the fibration. More precisely, when e(S) = 0 then
we get respectively a H2 × R, Euclidean, S2 × R-structure and when e(S) 6= 0 we get
respectively a S˜L2(R), Nil, Spherical structure. Note that if N is a Sol-manifold then
we consider it as a Haken manifold with non-empty JSJ-decomposition so that the Seifert
pieces of N are Euclidean manifolds.
72.1. Two-dimensional simplicial volume. In this paragraph we prove Lemma 1.1. Since
the JSJ-decomposition of closed Haken manifolds is unique up to isotopy then we only
have to check that the volume Vol(N) does not depend of the chosen Seifert fibration on
the components of S(N). Let S be a Seifert piece of N . Since N is a closed Haken man-
ifold then S admits one of the following geometries: H2 ×R, S˜L2(R), Nil or Euclidean
geometry. The only aspherical Seifert fibered spaces which admit more than one non-
isotopic Seifert fibrations are Euclidean manifolds. But in this case the Euler characteristic
of the base orbifold of S is always zero. Hence the invariance is immediate.
It remains to check the second assertion of the lemma. Assume that N admits a finite
covering π : N˜ → N which is a torus bundle over the circle. Then N˜ is a geometric
manifold and the structure depends on the monodromy of the bundle. Then N admits a
Euclidean, or a Nil or a Sol geometry. In the case of Euclidean or Nil geometry N is
a Seifert fibered space and the base 2-orbifold ON is Euclidean and thus τ(N) = 0. If
N is a Sol-manifold then each component of N \ TN is a Euclidean manifold and hence
τ(N) = 0. Assume that τ(N) = 0. If TN = ∅ then N has Euclidean or Nil-geometry.
In any case N is a virtual torus bundle. If TN 6= ∅ then H(N) = ∅ and each Seifert
piece of N is a Euclidean manifold with non-empty boundary. Then by minimality of the
JSJ-decomposition either
(i) N is made of two twisted I-bundles over the Klein bottle glued along their boundary
or
(ii) N is S1 × S1 × I/〈ϕ〉, where ϕ : S1 × S1 × {0} → S1 × S1 × {1} is an Anosov
diffeomorphism.
In case (ii) N is a torus bundle over the circle (actually a Sol-manifold) and in case (i)
N admits a 2-fold covering that is a torus bundle over the circle. This completes the proof
of Lemma 1.1.
2.2. Dehn fillings. We define Seifert Dehn fillings. Suppose Σ is an orientable Seifert
fibered space with ∂Σ 6= ∅ and let T be a component of ∂Σ. Since Σ is orientable then
T ≃ S1 × S1. Let α be a simple closed curve in T . Performing a Dehn filling on T along
α means that we glue a solid torus V = D2 × S1 identifying ∂D2 × S1 with T so that α
is glued with the meridian ∂D2 × {∗} of V . Denote by Σˆ = Σ(α) the resulting manifold.
When α is not isotopic to a generic fiber of Σ then the Seifert fibration of Σ extends to a
Seifert fibration of Σˆ and we say that we have performed a Seifert Dehn fillings.
2.3. Morphisms. Let f : Σ→ Σ′ be a map between orientable Seifert fibered spaces. We
say that f is a bundle homomorphism is there exists a Seifert fibration of Σ and Σ′ so that
f is a homomorphism for the S1-bundle structures on Σ and Σ′. According to [Ro], for
bundle homomorphisms, we define the following degrees:
The fiber degree of f is the integer n given by f∗(h) = tn where h, resp. t, denotes the
generic fiber of Σ, resp. of Σ′, and we denote it by Gh(f).
The orbifold degree Gob(f) is the minimum number of regular fibers in g−1(t), when
g runs over all bundle homomorphisms properly homotopic to f and transverse to t.
For a bundle homomorphism f : Σ→ Σ′ we have
|deg(f)| ≤ Gh(f)Gob(f)
We say that a bundle homomorphism is allowable if |deg(f)| = Gh(f)Gob(f) . In partic-
ular, a bundle homomorphism f : (Σ, ∂Σ)→ (Σ′, ∂Σ′) between orientable Seifert fibered
spaces with non-empty boundary which is proper (i.e. f−1(∂Σ′) = ∂Σ) is allowable.
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2.4. Finite coverings of Seifert and Haken manifolds. We recall the following result
which can be found in [JS].
Lemma 2.1. ([JS, Lemma II.6.1]) LetΣ be a Seifert fibered space. Then any finite covering
π : Σ˜ → Σ admits a Seifert fibration so that π is an allowable bundle homomorphism.
Moreover the Euler characteristic of the base orbifolds satisfy
χ(OΣ˜) = Gob(f)χ(OΣ)
We will use the following result whose proof follows from the Selberg Lemma, (see [Al]
for a proof), that says that a finitely generated matrix group over a field of characteristic
zero has a torsion-free subgroup of finite index.
Lemma 2.2. Let N be a closed Haken manifold. If τ(N) 6= 0 then N admits a finite cov-
ering N˜ , which induces the trivial covering over the JSJ-family such that each component
of S(N˜) (if non-empty) is a circle bundle over an orientable hyperbolic surface.
Sketch of the proof. First note that we may assume that N contains no Seifert piece home-
omorphic to the twisted I-bundle over the Klein bottle K2. Indeed if a Seifert piece S
of S(N) is homeomorphic to K2×˜I then S admits a 2-fold covering S˜ homeomorphic to
S1 × S1 × I acting trivially on the boundary. Then N admits a 2-fold covering acting
trivially on H(N) ∪ TN which contains no embedded Klein bottle.
Suppose first that Vol(N) = 0. Since τ(N) 6= (0, 0) then H(N) 6= ∅. Suppose that
S(N) 6= ∅. Choose a component S ∈ S(N). Then ∂S 6= ∅ and since Vol(S) = 0 then S
is homeomorphic to the twisted I-bundle over the Klein bottle. A contradiction. Then in
this case S(N) = ∅ and there is nothing to prove.
Assume Vol(N) 6= 0. Thus S(N) 6= ∅. Choose a component S ∈ S(N). Since N
contains no twisted I-bundle over the Klein bottle then Vol(S) 6= 0. Hence, S admits a
unique (up to isotopy) Seifert fibration over a hyperbolic 2-orbifold OS . Then using the
Selberg Lemma we know that S admits a finite covering S˜ inducing the trivial covering
over ∂S and such that S˜ is a S1-bundle over an orientable hyperbolic surface. Hence we
perform this construction for any componentS of S(N) and we glue together finitely many
copies of the covering spaces along the boundary to get a covering N˜ of N satisfying the
conclusion of the lemma. Note that one can do that since the coverings (S˜, ∂S˜)→ (S, ∂S)
act trivially on the boundary. 
We state the following result which is a very special case of Theorem 1.2. It will be
used in Section 4.
Lemma 2.3. Let N be a Haken manifold and let p : N˜ → N be a finite covering of N .
Then Vol(N) ≤ Vol(N˜) ≤ |deg(p)|Vol(N). Moreover if p induces the trivial covering
over the regular fibers of the components of S(N) then Vol(N˜) = |deg(p)|Vol(N).
Proof. First note that if Vol(N) = 0 then any finite covering N˜ ofN satisfies Vol(N˜) = 0.
Thus we may assume that Vol(N) 6= 0.
Let S be a component of S(N) admitting a H2 × R or a ˜SL(2,R) structure. Notice
that in the latter case, necessarily S = N . Choose a component S˜ of p−1(S) in N˜ . Denote
byOS and by OS˜ the base 2-orbifold of S and S˜. Note that it follows from our hypothesis
that OS and OS˜ are hyperbolic. Denote by n the integer such that p∗(h˜) = hn, where h,
resp. h˜, denotes the homotopy class of the generic fiber of S and S˜ respectively. Then by
Lemma 2.1 we know that
deg(p|S˜) = n.Gob(p|S˜) and Vol(S˜) = Gob(p|S˜)Vol(S) ≥ Vol(S)
9On the other hand, notice that
|deg(p)| =
∑
S˜∈p−1(S)
|deg(p|S˜)|
Hence |deg(p)|Vol(N) ≥ Vol(N˜) ≥ Vol(N). It remains to prove the second part of the
lemma. Let Σ be a component of S(N) with H2 ×R or ˜SL(2,R)-geometry and denote
by Σ1, ...,Σk the components of Σ˜ = p−1(Σ).
Denote by h, h1, ..., hk the homotopy class of the generic fiber of Σ,Σ1, ...,Σk. Since
by hypothesis p∗(hi) = h±1 for i = 1, ..., k then each covering pi = p|Σi satisfies
|deg(pi)| = Gob(pi) and thus Vol(Σi) = |deg(pi)|Vol(Σ) for any i = 1, ..., k and fi-
nally, since |deg(p)| = |deg(p|Σ˜)| = |deg(p|Σ1)| + ... + |deg(p|Σk)|, then Vol(Σ˜) =
Vol(Σ1) + ...+Vol(Σk) = |deg(p)|Vol(Σ). This ends the proof of the lemma. 
The following result is stated only for technical reasons and will be used in Section 4.
Lemma 2.4. Let N denote a connected S1-bundle over an orientable hyperbolic surface
F with bundle projection p : N → F and let u denote a simple closed surve in F that is ho-
motopically non-trivial. Then there exists a finite abelian covering
(
N˜ , F˜ , p˜
)
of (N,F, p)
acting trivially on the fiber of N and on [u] such that each component u˜ over u is of infinite
order in H1
(
F˜ ;Z
)
.
Proof. Let u denote a homotopically non-trivial simple closed curve in F . If u is not of
infinite order in H1(F ;Z), since the group H1(F ;Z) is torsion free, then u is a separating
curve in F . Denote by A and B the components of F \ u.
Assume first that both H1(A, u;Z) and H1(B, u;Z) are non-zero. Then one can con-
struct non-trivial finite abelian groups LA, LB and epimorphisms ρA : H1(A;Z) → LA
and ρB : H1(B;Z) → LB such that kerρA ⊃ 〈[u]〉 and ker ρB ⊃ 〈[u]〉. Using the exact
sequence
H1([u];Z)→ H1(A;Z) ⊕H1(B;Z)→ H1(F ;Z)→ {0}
we get an epimorphism ρ : H1(F ;Z) → LA ⊕ LB such that ker(ρ) ⊃ 〈[u]〉. The finite
covering corresponding to the homomorphism given by
π1N
p∗
→ π1F → H1(F ;Z)
ρ
→ LA ⊕ LB
satisfies the required property.
Assume that H1(A, u;Z) = {0} (say). This means that H1(u;Z) → H1(A;Z) is
an epimorphism and thus H1(A;Z) is {0} or Z. In the first case A is a disk which is
impossible since u is homotopically non-trivial and in the second case A is an annulus.
This means that u is ∂-parallel in F . Moreover since u is nul-homologous, then u = ∂F
and in particular F has connected boundary. Since F is hyperbolic then H1(F ;Z) 6= {0}.
Then there exists a non-trivial finite group L and an epimorphism ρ : H1(F ;Z) → L.
Then the finite covering corresponding to the homomorphism given by
π1N
p∗
→ π1F → H1(F ;Z)
ρ
→ L
satisfies the required property. This completes the proof of the lemma.

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u˜
u˜
u
uu is boundary parallel
u is an essential separating curve
2.5. Separability of fundamental groups. Throughout the proof of Theorem 1.2, we
will need the following technical result which is a direct consequence of an abelian sub-
group separability Theorem of E. Hamilton combined with the residual q-nilpotence of
free groups, for any prime q, proved by Gruenberg.
Lemma 2.5 ([H], [Gr]). Let F be an orientable hyperbolic surface and let u ∈ π1F
be a non-trivial element. Then for any prime q there exists a finite group Hq and an
epimorphism τ : π1F → Hq such that τ(u) 6= 1 and q divides the order of τ(u).
Proof. Consider π1F as a discret subgroup of Isom(H2,+) ≃ PSL2(R).
Assume first that u is a hyperbolic isometry (i.e. u has exactly two fixed points both in
∂∞H
2,+). Then the proof of the lemma follows directly from Propostion 5 of [H] in this
case. Indeed the eigen values of the matrix representing u in SL2(C) are not root of unity.
Assume now that u is a parabolic isometry (i.e. u has exactly one fixed point and it
lies in ∂∞H2,+). In this case, necessarily ∂F 6= ∅ and thus π1F is a free group. Then it
follows from [Gr] that π1F is residually q-nilpotent for any prime q. This means that there
exists a finite q-group Hq and an epimorphism τ : π1F → Hq such that τ(u) 6= 1. This
completes the proof of the lemma. 
We end this section with the following result which will be used latter in the proof of
Theorem 1.2 and which follows from the residual finiteness of surface groups.
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Lemma 2.6. Let f : S → Σ be a map from a Seifert fibered space to a S1-bundle over
an orientable hyperbolic surface F such that f∗(π1S) is non-abelian and f |∂S is π1-
injective (i.e. π1-injective on each component of ∂S). Then for any n ∈ N there exists a
finite covering f˜n : S˜n → Σ˜n satisfying the following properties:
(i) the covering Σ˜n → Σ has trivial fiber degree,
(ii) each component of S˜n has a base 2-orbifold of genus at least n.
Proof. Let T1, ..., Tp be the components of ∂S. Denote by t the homotopy class of the fiber
of Σ and by π : Σ → F the bundle projection. Denote by d1, ..., dp the chosen sections
of ∂S with respect to the fixed Seifert fibration of S and let c1, ..., cr denote the homotopy
class of the exceptional fibers of S with index µ1, ..., µr respectively.
Since f∗(π1S) is non-abelian it follows from [JS] that for any fiber v of S, then f∗(v) ∈
〈t〉. Denote by OS the base 2-orbifold of S and by OS the underlying space and set
gS = genus(OS). In order to prove the lemma we will construct regular coverings of
Σ acting trivially on t and which induces via f some coverings of S satisfying condition
(ii). Consider a regular covering (q, Σ˜) of Σ. Consider the corresponding epimorphism
ϕ : π1Σ→ K whereK is a finite group. A component (p, S˜) of the induced covering over
S correponds to the homomorphism ϕ ◦ f∗. This covering induces a branched covering of
degree σ between the underlying spaces of the base 2-orbifolds of S˜ and S. Let βj denote
the order of ϕf∗(cj) and for each i = 1, ..., p denote by ri the number of components of
∂S˜ over Ti and set ni = σ/ri. Then the Riemann-Hurwitz formula allows to compute the
genus of OS˜ using the datas of OS and those of p : S˜ → S:
2gS˜ = 2+ σ
(
p+ 2gS + r − 2−
i=p∑
i=1
1
ni
−
i=r∑
i=1
1
(µi, βi)
)
Case 1: Assume gS ≥ 2. First note that since f∗(π1S) is non-abelian there exists an
element a ∈ π1S such that π∗◦f∗(a) 6= 1 in π1F . Since surface groups are residually finite
then there exists a finite group K an epimorphism ε : π1F → K such that ε(π∗ ◦f∗(a)) 6=
1. Consider the homomorphism ϕ = ε ◦ π∗. Note that since the regular fiber of S is sent
via f to the fiber of Σ then necessarily σ ≥ 2. Then the Riemann-Hurwitz formula gives
2gS˜ ≥ 2 + σ (2gS − 2)
Thus since gS ≥ 2 and σ ≥ 2 we get 2 + σ (2gS − 2) > 2gS . This proves that gS˜ > gS
and completes the proof of the lemma in this case.
Case 2: Assume gS = 1. Then we claim that p ≥ 1. Suppose the contrary. De-
note by a, b the standard generators of π1OS , by q1, ..., qr the sections corresponding
to the exeptional fibers c1, ..., cr. Since f∗(h) ∈ 〈t〉 and since π1F is torsion free then
f∗(qi) ∈ 〈t〉 for i = 1, ..., r. Hence, since [a, b]q1...qr = hb then f∗([a, b]) ∈ 〈t〉 and
thus [π∗f∗(a), π∗f∗(b)] = 1 in π1F . Since F is a hyperbolic surface then there exists
u ∈ π1F such that 〈u〉 = 〈π∗f∗(a), π∗f∗(b)〉. Let g ∈ π1Σ such that π∗(g) = u. Then
f∗(π1S) ⊂ 〈g, t〉 ≃ Z × Z. A contradiction. Since f |∂S : ∂S → Σ is π1-injective then
π∗f∗(di) 6= 1 in π1F . Thus there exists an epimorphism into a finite group K denoted
by ε : π1F → K such that επ∗f∗(di) 6= 1 for i = 1, ..., p. Consider the homomorphism
ϕ = επ∗ and the associated coverings S˜ and Σ˜. Then it follows from our construction that
ni ≥ 2 for i = 1, ..., p and σ ≥ 2. Then the Riemann-Hurwitz formula gives
2gS˜ ≥ 2 + σ
p
2
> 2
Thus gS˜ ≥ 2 and we have a reduction to the first case.
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Case 3: Assume gS = 0. In this case the fundamental group of S admits a presentation〈
d1, ..., dp, q1, ..., qr, h : [h, di] = [h, qj] = 1, q
µi
i = h
γi , d1...dpq1...qr = h
b
〉
where qi denotes the chosen section correponding to the exptional fiber ci. Note that
when p > 0, i.e. when ∂S 6= ∅, then one can choose b = 0. Since f∗(h) ∈ 〈t〉 and
since π1F is torsion free then f∗(qi) and f∗(ci) are in 〈t〉. Then we first check (using the
presentation above and the fact that f∗(π1S) is non-abelian) that p ≥ 3. If p ≤ 1 then we
get f∗(π1S) ⊂ 〈t〉. A contradiction. Assume that p = 2. Using the presentation of π1S
we get π∗f∗(d1).π∗f∗(d2) = 1. Then this proves that f∗(π1S) ⊂ 〈f∗(d1), t〉 ≃ Z× Z. A
contradiction. From now one may we assume that p ≥ 3.
Note that since f |∂S : ∂S → Σ is π1-injective then π∗f∗(di) 6= 1 in π1F . Thus
there exists an epimorphism into a finite group K denoted by ε : π1F → K such that
επ∗f∗(di) 6= 1 for i = 1, ..., p. Consider the homomorphism ϕ = επ∗ and the associated
coverings S˜ and Σ˜. Then it follows from our construction that ni ≥ 2 for i = 1, ..., p and
σ ≥ 2. Then the Riemann-Hurwitz formula gives
2gS˜ ≥ 2 + σ
(p
2
− 2
)
Subcase 1: Assume gS = 0 and p ≥ 4. This implies that gS˜ ≥ 1 and we have a
reduction to the second case.
Subcase 2: Assume gS = 0 and p = 3. If the number of connected components p˜
of S˜ is ≥ 4 then we have a reduction to the subcase 1. Hence assume that p˜ = 3. The
Riemann-Hurwitz formula gives
2gS˜ = 2− p˜+ σ
(
p+ r − 2−
i=r∑
i=1
1
(µi, βi)
)
≥ σ − 1 ≥ 1
Then we get gS˜ ≥ 1. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3. A THICK-THIN DECOMPOSITION FOR HAKEN MANIFOLDS WITH RESPECT TO
NONZERO DEGREE MAPS
This section is devoted to the study of a class of nonzero degree maps between closed
Haken manifolds which preserve the geometric decomposition. These maps will be termed
characteristic maps. We first state two results which give sufficient conditions allowing to
construct characteristic maps from a given nonzero degree map using surgeries. Next we
describe the standard form of characteristic maps.
3.1. Obtaining characteristic maps. We first define characteristic maps.
Definition 3.1. Let f : M → N be a map between closed Haken manifolds. We say that
f is characteristic if f(H(M)) ⊂ intH(N), f(S(M)) ⊂ intΣ(N).
Note that when N is not a virtual torus bundle then using arguments in [Wa] one can
show, that if f : M → N is a characteristic map then for any component T ∈ TN the space
f−1(T ) is the disjoint union of components of TM possibly with some graph submanifolds
of M . Next we define the Volume and Non-degeneration conditions.
Definition 3.2. We say that a map f : M → N between closed Haken manifolds sat-
isfies the volume, resp. Non-degeneration, condition if ‖M‖ = deg(f)‖N‖, resp. if
f |TM : TM → N is π1-injective (i.e. the map is π1-injective on each component of TM ).
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We state the following result which explain how a given nonzero degree map between
closed Haken manifolds satisfying the Volume condition induces after surgeries a charac-
teristic map.
Lemma 3.3. Let f : M → N be a nonzero degree map between closed Haken manifolds
with ‖M‖ = deg(f)‖N‖. Assume that N is not a virtual torus bundle. Then there exists
a canonical submanifold G ⊂ M which contains H(M) in its interior (in particular if
∂Q∩∂G 6= ∅ for Q ∈ N∗ then Q is Seifert), a closed Haken manifold Mˆ obtained from G
after Seifert Dehn fillings along ∂G and an extension fˆ : Mˆ → N of f |G : G → N with
the same degree as f satisfying the Volume and Non-degeneration conditions and which is
homotopic to a characteristic map.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.3 follows from the arguments used in [D, Lemma 5.1] with-
out any essential change. 
When a map f : M → N is characteristic we always assume that it satisfies the fol-
lowing minimality condition: over all characteristic maps homotopic to f we choose a
representant in such a way that the number of connected components of GΣ = f−1(Σ) is
minimal when Σ ∈ S(N). As a consequence of Lemma 3.3 we get the following
Corollary 3.4. Let f : M → N be a nonzero degree maps between closed Haken man-
ifolds. Assume that N is not a virtual torus bundle. Then if f satisfies the volume and
non-degeneration conditions, it is homotopic to a characteristic map.
3.2. Standard form for characteristic maps. For a characteristic map we define a thin-
thick decomposition of the domain M . More precisely we set
Mthick = {S ∈M
∗, such that f∗(π1S) is non− abelian}
Mthin =M \Mthick
First of all we give a convenient characterization of the components of Mthin. This
result will be used to show that the thin part of M can be sent into a family of virtual tori
in the target. This point will be crucial for the study of non-zero degree maps f : M → N
satisfying the Volume and Non-degeneration conditions.
Lemma 3.5. Let f : M → N be a map between Haken manifolds such that τ(N) 6= 0
and satisfying the Non-degeneration condition. Then S ∈M∗thin iff f∗(π1S) ≃ Z× Z.
Proof. Assume that S is a geometric piece of M such that f∗(π1S) is an abelian group.
Since π1N is torsion free then f∗(π1S) ≃ Zr. Since f |∂S is a non-degenerate map, then
r ≥ 2 and sinceN is a three-dimensional manifold, then r ≤ 3 since the subgroup f∗(π1S)
must have cohomological dimension at most 3. Since N is not a virtual torus bundle over
the circle, by the condition τ(N) 6= 0, then the fundamental group of N can not contain a
group isomorphic to Z× Z× Z. Then necessarily f∗(π1S) ≃ Z× Z. This completes the
proof of the lemma. 
The following result gives the behavior of the thick-thin decomposition with respect to
finite coverings.
Lemma 3.6. Let f : M → N be a nonzero degree map between closed Haken manifolds
such that τ(N) 6= 0 and satisfying the Volume and Non-degeneration conditions. Assume
that we have homotoped f to a characteristic map. Let Σ be a Seifert piece of N that is
not Euclidean and let GΣ denote f−1(Σ). Then the following properties hold:
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(i) Let p : G˜Σ → GΣ denote a finite covering induced by f |GΣ from some finite cover-
ing of Σ. Then
p−1((GΣ)thin) ⊂ (G˜Σ)thin, (G˜Σ)thick ⊂ p
−1((GΣ)thick)
The above inclusions are equalities when Σ is a circle bundle.
(ii) If S is a component of (GΣ)thick then f |S : S → Σ is homotopic to a bundle
homomorphism,
Proof of Lemma 3.6. We first prove point (i). The inclusions p−1((GΣ)thin) ⊂ (G˜Σ)thin
and (G˜Σ)thick ⊂ p−1((GΣ)thick) are obvious. However the equality is not true in general
since, for instance, there exist non-abelian groups (whose center is infinite cyclic) which
contain finite index subgroups isomorphic to Z× Z.
To complete the proof of point (i) we consider the case where Σ is a S1-bundle over an
orientable hyperbolic surface F with bundle projection π : Σ→ F and fiber t. Let S be a
geometric component of (GΣ)thick. We write the short exact sequence of the fibration
1→ Z
i∗→ π1Σ
π∗→ π1F → 1
We will use here a fundamental result which says that any torsion free group which
contains a finite index free subgroup is free. Denote by G the non-abelian group equal to
f∗(π1S) ⊂ π1Σ.
Notice that G ∩ i∗(Z) is non-trivial. Indeed, Σ is a circle bundle over an orientable
hyperbolic surface then Σ contains no embedded Klein bottles and since the centralizer
of f∗(tS), where tS denotes the regular fiber of S, contains G which is non abelian then
by [JS, Addendum to Theorem VI.I.6], f∗(tS) is conjugate to a power of the fiber of
Σ. Moreover, since f |S is a non-degenerate map then this power is non trivial and thus
G ∩ i∗(Z) 6= {1}.
On the other hand, since G is non-cyclic then π∗(G) 6= {1}. Let H be a finite index
subgroup of G. If H is abelian, then since G is a torsion free and non-cyclic subgroup
of π1Σ then H is necessarily isomorphic to Z × Z. Then π∗(H) is an infinite cyclic
subgroup (indeed since F is an orientable hyperbolic surface, it can not contain a subgroup
isomorphic to Z× Z). Since π∗ is an epimorphism and since H is a finite index subgroup
of G then π∗(H) is a finite index subgroup of π∗(G). Since π∗(G) is torsion free, this
implies that π∗(G) is itself infinite cyclic which shows that G is abelian too. This gives a
contradiction. Thus H is non-abelian.
We now prove point (ii). Denote by x the fiber of Σ. Since f∗(π1S) is non-Abelian,
then for any fiber c of S, there exists an integer n 6= 0 such that f∗([c]) = tn. Using the
round handle decomposition we write S as the union of three subspaces H0 ∪ H1 ∪ H2,
where H0 is a regular neighborhood of a regular fiber of S union the exceptional fibers
of S, H1 is a regular neighborhood of some vertical annuli in S whose boundaries are in
∂H0 ∪ ∂S and H2 is a regular neighborhood of a regular fiber of S. One can deform f by
a homotopy on each annulus and solid torus of the decomposition of S = H0 ∪H1 ∪H2
in such a way that f is a bundle homomorphism, using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of [Ro].

Lemma 3.7. Let f : G → Σ be a proper nonzero degree map from a Haken graph man-
ifold to an orientable S1-bundle over an orientable hyperbolic surface FΣ. Suppose that
f satisfies the Non-degeneration condition. There exists a finite covering f˜ : G˜ → Σ˜ of f
and a finite family of vertical tori Tv (not necessarily pairwise disjoint) in Σ˜ satisfying the
following properties:
(i) Σ˜→ Σ induces the trivial covering over the fibers,
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(ii) after a homotopy, f˜(G˜thin) = Tv and in particular for each componentW of G˜thin,
f˜(W ) is contained in a single torus of Tv .
Proof. The first step in the proof of the lemma is to construct a finite covering f˜ : G˜ →
Σ˜, satisfying condition (i) and a finite family of vertical tori Tv in Σ˜ such that, after a
homotopy, f˜(G˜∗thin) = Tv, in such a way that for each geometric component S˜ of G˜thin
then f˜(S˜) is contained in a single torus in Tv . Let S be a component of G∗thin. We write
the exact sequence of the S1-fibration of Σ over FΣ
(F) {1} → π1(S
1)
i∗→ π1Σ
π∗→ π1FΣ → {1}
We denote by t a chosen generator of π1S1. Denote by G the subgroup of π1Σ equal
to f∗(π1S). Since G ≃ Z × Z and since FΣ is an orientable hyperbolic surface then
there exists a ∈ Z∗ and b ∈ π1Σ \ ker(π∗) such that G = 〈i∗(ta), b〉. Since by [Sc],
subgroups of surface groups are almost geometric, then there exists a finite covering F˜Σ
of FΣ such that π1F˜Σ contains π∗(b) and π∗(b) is geometric in F˜Σ. Using the exact se-
quence (F), the covering F˜Σ induces a finite covering Σ˜S → Σ which is trivial over the
fibers of Σ and satisfying the following property: π1Σ˜S contains the group 〈i∗(t), b〉 and
〈i∗(t), b〉 is realized by a vertical torus in Σ˜S . Consider the covering f˜S : G˜S → Σ˜S
of f corresponding to Σ˜S → Σ. It follows from our construction that for each compo-
nent S˜ over S in G˜S there exists a vertical torus in Σ˜S that contains f˜S(S˜). Consider the
covering Σ˜ obtained as the fiber product of the coverings {Σ˜S, S ∈ G∗thin}. Denote by
f˜ : G˜→ Σ˜ the covering of f corresponding to Σ˜→ Σ. Since, by point (i) of Lemma 3.6,
G˜thin = p
−1(Gthin) = ∪S∈G∗
thin
p−1(S), this completes the proof of the first step.
From now on, we may assume that Σ contains a family Tv of vertical tori (not necessar-
ily pairwise disjoint) such that for each component S of G∗thin, then f(S) is contained in
a single torus in Tv . It remains to prove that the same property remains true by replacing
S by a connected component V of Gthin which contains S. We argue by induction on the
complexity of the dual graph ΓV of V .
Suppose first that ΓV is a tree. Fix a component S0 in V ∗. We may assume, possibly
after passing to a finite covering, that there exists a maximal vertical torus T in Σ such that
f(S0) = T and π1T = 〈t, b〉 where b ∈ π1Σ \ kerπ∗. Let S be an other component of
V ∗ adjacent to S0 along a torus T0. Fix a base point x ∈ T0 and y = f(x) ∈ T. We set
K0 = f∗(π1(T0, x)) ⊂ π1(T, y) and H = f∗(π1(S, x)). It follows from our construction
that K0 and H are both isomorphic to Z× Z and that H ⊃ K0. Thus K0 is a finite index
subgroup of H . Thus since K0 ⊂ π1(T, y) for any g ∈ H then there exists an integer
ng ∈ Z such that gng ∈ π1(T, y) = 〈t, b〉. On the other hand there exists an integer β 6= 0
and an element α ∈ π1Σ \ kerπ∗ such that H = 〈tβ , α〉.
Then, in particular, there exist two nonzero integers n,m ∈ Z such that πn∗ (α) =
πm∗ (b). It is easy to check that 〈π∗(α), π∗(b)〉 is an infinite cyclic subgroup of π1FΣ.
Indeed, since FΣ is hyperbolic then we consider the elements of π1FΣ as isometries of
H2,+. Since π∗(α) and πn∗ (α) (resp. π∗(b) and πm∗ (b)) commute then they are isometries
of the same type (parabolic or hyperbolic) with the same fixed points. Thus π∗(b) and
π∗(α) have the same type with the same fixed points. Thus the discretness of the group
〈π∗(α), π∗(b)〉 combined with the classification of the isometries of H2,+ implies that the
latter group is cyclic. Thus since T is a maximal torus then π∗(α) ∈ 〈π∗(b)〉 and thus
H ⊂ π1T. Hence, after a homotopy we may assume that f(S ∪T0 S0) ⊂ T. This
completes the proof of the lemma when ΓV is a tree by repeating this process.
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If ΓV is not a tree then Rk(H1(ΓV ;R)) ≥ 1. Choose a characteristic non-
separating torus T in V and consider the space Vˆ obtained by cutting V along T . Then
Rk(H1(ΓVˆ ;R)) < Rk(H1(ΓV ;R)). Denote by U1, U2 the components of ∂Vˆ over T .
Consider the map f1 = f |Vˆ : Vˆ → Σ. We know from the induction hypothesis that there
exists a vertical torus T in Σ such that after modifying f1 by a homotopy then f1(Vˆ ) = T.
Thus deforming slightly the map f |Vˆ on a regular neighborhood of T identified with
T× [−1, 1] we get the following diagram
(Vˆ , U1, U2)
f1 //
ϕ

Σ
(T× [−1, 1],T× {−1},T× {1})
ψ
55lllllllllllllllll
where ψ : T× [−1, 1]→ Σ is an embedding. Thus the map f |V : V → Σ factors through
a torus bundle denoted NΦ, where Φ ∈ Diff(T) denotes the monodromy of the fibration.
Then we get the following commutative diagram
V
f |V
//
π

Σ
NΦ
fΦ
>>
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
We claim that fΦ : NΦ → Σ cannot be π1-injective. Indeed if fΦ is π1-injective then,
since by [Sc] any finitely generated subgroup of π1Σ is separable we may assume, passing
to a finite covering, that Σ contains a torus bundle over the circle whose fiber is a vertical
torus in Σ. This gives a contradiction since Σ is a circle bundle over an orientable hyper-
bolic surface. Hence there exists a non-trivial element g ∈ ker(fΦ)∗. Denote still by T the
fiber of NΦ. Recall that π1NΦ admits a presentation
〈α ∈ π1T, h : Φ∗(α) = hαh
−1〉
where h is represented by a simple closed curve meeting each fiber exactly one time.
Then g admits a unique decomposition g = αhn where α ∈ π1T and n 6= 0 since
fΦ|T × {p} = ψ|T × {p} which is an embedding. Since (fΦ)∗(α) = (fΦ)−n∗ (h) and
since (fΦ)∗(α) ∈ π1T then (fΦ)−n∗ (h) ∈ π1T and thus since Σ is a circle bundle over an
orientable hyperbolic surface and since T is maximal then (fΦ)∗(h) ∈ π1T. Hence we
have showed that f∗(π1V ) ⊂ π1T. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Using the same arguments as above we get the following result which is a special case
of the lemma above.
Corollary 3.8. Let f : G → Σ be a proper nonzero degree map from a Haken graph
manifold to an orientable S1-bundle over an orientable hyperbolic surface FΣ. Suppose
that f satisfies the Non-degeneration condition. Assume that there exists a component G∂
of Gthin such that ∂G∂ ∩ ∂G is non-empty. Then there exists a component T of ∂Σ such
that, after a homotopy, f(G∂) = T.
We end this section with the following result
Lemma 3.9. Let f : M → N be a nonzero degree map between closed Haken manifolds
satisfying the Volume and Non-degeneration conditions. Let Σ be a Seifert piece of N
which has a hyperbolic base 2-orbifold. Then for any component G of GΣ, the space
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Gthick is non-empty and Gthin is empty iff G is Seifert. Moreover, if S and S′ are distinct
components of Gthick then they cannot be adjacent in M .
Proof. Note that, since N contains a Seifert piece of Σ which has a hyperbolic base 2-
orbifold, then τ(N) 6= 0. We first prove that for any component G of GΣ, Gthick 6= ∅.
Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a component G of GΣ such that G ⊂ (GΣ)thin.
First Case. Suppose first that N = Σ. Then G = GΣ = M . It follows from Lemmas
2.2 and 3.7 (which apply since τ(N) 6= 0) that, after passing to a finite covering, N is a
circle bundle over an orientable hyperbolic surface and there exists a maximal vertical torus
T in N such that, after a homotopy, f(M) = T and in particular f∗(π1M) ≃ Z × Z ⊂
π1T ⊂ π1N . Since f has nonzero degree then this implies that π1T is a finite index
subgroup of π1N . We write the exact sequence of the fibration
1→ Z = 〈t〉
i∗→ π1N
p∗
→ π1F → 1
Then π1T = 〈i∗(t), b〉, where b ∈ π1N \ ker p∗. Thus, since p∗ is surjective then this
implies that 〈p∗(b)〉 is a finite index subgroup of π1F . Since π1F is torsion free this
implies that π1F is infinite cyclic. This is a contradiction since F is a hyperbolic surface.
Second Case. Assume that N 6= Σ (in particular, TN 6= ∅ and ∂Σ 6= ∅). Since
G ⊂ (GΣ)thin and since ∂Σ 6= ∅ then by Corollary 3.8 there exists a component T of
∂Σ such that, after deforming f by a homotopy, then f(G) = T. This operation strictly
reduces the number of components of f−1(Σ). This contradicts the minimality condition.
Let G denotes a component of GΣ. It follows from the above arguments that if G is
a Seifert fibered space then f∗(π1G) is necessarily a non-abelian group and thus Gthin is
empty.
Assume that G is a graph manifold that is not a Seifert fibered space. We know that
there exists at least one Seifert piece S1 of G such that f∗(π1S1) is non-abelian and which
is adjacent along a characteristic torus T1 to a Seifert piece, denoted by S2 in G. Fix a
base point x in T1 and denote by hi, i = 1, 2, the homotopy class of the regular fiber in
Si represented in T1. Since f∗(π1S1) is non-abelian, then f∗(h1) is a power of a fiber in
Σ. Thus, using the same argument if f∗(π1S2) is non-abelian we show, by the minimality
of the JSJ decomposition, that the map f |T1 cannot be π1-injective. This a contradiction
since f is non-degenerate when restricted to any component of the JSJ-family of tori. This
completes the proof of the lemma. 
4. SIMPLICIAL VOLUME AND NON-DEGENERATE MAPS OF NONZERO DEGREE
We first study the volume function Vol(N) under nonzero degree maps f : M → N
satisfying the Volume Condition and the Non-Degeneration Condition. The main purpose
of this section is to state the following
Proposition 4.1. Let f : M → N be a nonzero degree map between closed Haken mani-
folds such that τ(N) 6= 0 and satisfying the Volume and Non-Degeneration Conditions. If
Mthin 6= ∅ then Vol(M) > Vol(N).
Remark 4.2. Roughly speaking, in the proof of Proposition 4.1 we establish the following
inequality: Vol(N) ≤ Vol(Mthick) + ε where ε ≪ Vol(Mthin), when Mthin 6= ∅. This
implies that Vol(N) < Vol(M) when Mthin 6= ∅ and this inequality is sufficient for our
purpose. However the following question is natural: Is it true that Vol(N) ≤ Vol(Mthick)?
Note that throughout the proof of Proposition 4.1 we will state two special casis where
inequality Vol(N) ≤ Vol(Mthick) hold (see paragraphs 4.1 and 4.3).
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The strategy of the proof is (for technical reasons) to find a convenient finite covering
f˜ : M˜ → N˜ of f : M → N such that Vol(M˜) > Vol(N˜). However it is not true
in general that this inequality descends to a strict inequality between M and N . This
phenomenon depends on a relation between the fiber degree of N˜∗ → N∗ and that of
M˜∗ → M∗. Note that when f is not π1-surjective then M˜ is not necessarily connected
when f˜ : M˜ → N˜ denotes a finite covering of f . To avoid this kind of situation we define
for a nonzero degree map the finite f -coverings. More precisely, let f : M → N be a
proper nonzero degree map between orientable 3-manifolds. Consider the finite covering
π : Nˆ → N of N corresponding to the finite index subgroup f∗(π1M) of π1N and denote
by fˆ : M → Nˆ the lifting of f so that π ◦ fˆ = f . Let q : N˜ → Nˆ denote a finite
covering of Nˆ . Denote by p : M˜ → M the finite covering corresponding to the subgroup
fˆ−1∗ (π1Nˆ) in π1M and let f˜ : M˜ → N˜ be the map such that q ◦ f˜ = fˆ ◦ p.
M˜
f˜
//
p

N˜
q

M
fˆ
//
Id

Nˆ
π

M
f
// N
Then we say that f˜ is a finite f -covering of f (i.e. the finite f -coverings of f are the finite
coverings of fˆ ). Using this definition M˜ is always connected and deg(p) = deg(q). As a
special case of this remark we state the following result which will be convenient:
Lemma 4.3. Let f : M → N be a nonzero degree map between closed Haken manifolds
and assume that there exists a finite f -covering f˜ : M˜ → N˜ of f : M → N such that
Vol(M˜) > Vol(N˜). If the covering N˜ → Nˆ has a trivial fiber degree when restricted to
the Seifert pieces of N then Vol(M) > Vol(N).
Proof. We keep the same notations as above. Assume that Vol(N˜) < Vol(M˜). Since
q : N˜ → Nˆ induces the trivial covering over the fibers, then, by Lemma 2.3, Vol(N˜) =
deg(q)Vol(Nˆ). On the other hand, Vol(M˜) ≤ deg(p)Vol(M). Since deg(p) = deg(q)
then Vol(M) > Vol(Nˆ) and since by Lemma 2.3 Vol(Nˆ) ≥ Vol(N) then Vol(M) >
Vol(N). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
As a consequence of this construction we state the following
Claim 4.4. Throughout the proof of Proposition 4.1, we may assume, that f : M → N is a
π1-surjective nonzero degree map satisfying the Volume and Non-degeneration conditions
and each Seifert piece of N is a S1-bundle over an orientable hyperbolic surface and each
Seifert piece of Mthick has a base 2-orbifold of genus at least 2.
Proof. Let π : Nˆ → N be the finite covering of N corresponding to f∗(π1M) and denote
by fˆ the lifting of f . Since τ(Nˆ ) ≥ τ(N) > (0, 0) by Lemma 2.3 thus Lemma 2.2 implies
that there exists a finite covering q : N˜ → Nˆ , inducing the trivial covering over the JSJ-
family, such that each Seifert piece of N˜ is a circle bundle over an orientable hyperbolic
surface. Hence it is sufficient to apply Lemma 4.3. The second part of the claim follows
directly from Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 4.3. 
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Let Σ be a component of S(N) and let G be a component of GΣ = f−1(Σ) such
that f |G : G → Σ is a proper nonzero degree map. Denote by FΣ the base of Σ and by
p : Σ → FΣ the bundle projection. Suppose first that Gthin = ∅. Since f |G satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 3.9 then G is a Seifert fibered space. Then f |G is a proper allowable
bundle homomorphism and, since π1FΣ is torsion free, then f induces a nonzero degree
map f : OG → FΣ, whereOG is the base surface ofG. This proves thatVo(G) ≥ Vol(Σ).
From now on, one can assume Gthin 6= ∅. Under this additional hypothesis we have to
check that
Vol(G) > Vol(Σ) (V)
Recall that by Lemma 3.7, Σ admits a finite covering Σ˜→ Σ with trivial fiber degree such
that there exists a finite collection of vertival tori T˜v in Σ˜ such that f˜(G˜thin) = T˜v where
f˜ |G˜ is the covering of f |G corresponding to Σ˜→ Σ.
Thus in order to prove inequality (V) one can assume, using Lemma 4.3, that the fol-
lowing property (Pt) is satisfied:
(Pt) there exists a finite collection of vertival tori Tv inΣ such that f(Gthin) =
Tv and that f |G is π1 − surjective.
4.1. A special Case of ”thick-domination”. In this paragraph we prove the following
result. Notations and hypothesis are the same as above.
Lemma 4.5. Assume that either Tv = ∅ or the tori of the family Tv are pairwise disjoint.
Then we get the following inequality:
Vol(Gthick) ≥ Vol(Σ)
Proof. If Tv = ∅ then necessarily Gthin = ∅ and then G = Gthick is a Seifert fibered space
by Lemma 3.9. Hence in this case f |G : G → Σ is a bundle homomorphism of non zero
degree and then the inequality follows.
From now on, we assume Gthin 6= ∅. Changing f by a homotopy which is constant
when restricted on Gthin and so that f |Gthick is generic and using standard cut and paste
arguments, it is easy to see, using Lemma 3.7, that (f |G)−1(Tv) is made of Gthin union
a collection of two sided properly embedded incompressible surfaces Uthick in Gthick.
We claim that each component of Uthick is a vertical surface. Indeed assume that there
is a component G1 of Gthick that contains a component U1 of Uthick that is horizontal.
Denote by h1 the homotopy class of the generic fiber of the Seifert fibration of G1 and
denote by A the subgroup of π1G1 generated by π1U1 and h1. Since f |G1 is a bundle
homomorphism then it follows from our construction that there exists a component T of
Tv such that f∗(A) ⊂ π1T . On the other hand, notice that A is a finite index subgroup
of π1G1. Since Σ is a S1-bundle over an orientable hyperbolic surface and since π1T is
maximal then f∗(π1G1) ⊂ π1T . A contradiction.
Hence the family Uthick consists of a collection of vertical tori and properly embedded,
in Gthick, vertical annuli. Denote by Σ′ the space Σ \ Tv and by G′thick the space Gthick \
Uthick. Then we get a proper nonzero degree map f ′ : G′thick → Σ′. Notice that since
each component of Gthick is a Seifert piece of M and since the components of Tv and
Uthick are vertical annuli and tori then the spaces G′thick and Σ′ are endowed with a Seifert
fibration and f ′ is still a bundle homomorphism. More precisely, the base surface of Σ′
denoted by F ′Σ is obtained from FΣ after cutting FΣ along some circles obtained as the
images of the components of Tv under the Seifert projection p : Σ → FΣ. Notice that,
since Σ is an orientable circle bundle over FΣ, that is also orientable, then Σ′ is a circle
bundle over F ′Σ and since ∂Σ′ 6= ∅ then Σ′ ≃ F ′Σ × S1. On the other hand G′thick has
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base 2-orbifold O′thick obtained from Othick after cutting along some circles and properly
embedded arcs corresponding to the images of the component of Uthick under the Seifert
projection pGthick : Gthick → Othick. Notice that it follows from our construction that
Vol(Σ) = Vol(Σ′) and Vol(Gthick) ≥ Vol(G
′
thick) (1)
Denote by F ′ the surface (f ′)−1(F ′Σ) which can be assumed to be incompressible and
properly embedded. Notice that since f ′ is a bundle homomorphism then F ′ is necessarily
a horizontal surface and the map f ′|F ′ : F ′ → F ′Σ factors throught O
′
thick, where O
′
thick
denotes the underlying surface of O′thick so that the following diagram is consistant
F ′
f ′|F ′
//
pG′
thick

F ′Σ
O
′
thick
f ′′
<<
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
Since f ′|F ′ has nonzero degree and since pG′
thick
|F ′ is actually a branched finite covering
then the map f ′′ has nonzero degree too. This implies that Vol(G′thick) ≥ Vol(Σ′). Thus,
using relations (1) we get Vol(Gthick) ≥ Vol(Σ). 
We are now ready to begin the proof of inequality (V) in the general case. We first
localize the geometric pieces of G which are efficient with respect to the domination via
the simplicial volume.
4.2. Efficient surfaces. First assume that the Euler number e(Σ) of the S1-fibration of
Σ is zero, which corresponds to the H2 × R-geometry. Then Σ is homeomorphic to
the product FΣ × S1. Possibly after changing f by a homotopy so that f−1(FΣ) is a
collection of properly embedded incompressible orientable surfaces, consider a component
F of f−1(FΣ) such that deg(f |F : F → FΣ) 6= 0 and denote by Geff the Seifert pieces
of G which meet F .
The thick-thin decomposition of G gives a decomposition of F into the disjoint union
Fthick
∐
Fthin. Since f |Gthick : Gthick → Σ is a bundle homomorphism, then each com-
ponent of Fthick is a horizontal surface and since F is connected then each component
of
F∗thin = Fthin \ (TG ∩ Fthin)
is either a properly embedded vertical annulus or a horizontal surface. Let Fhor denote
a horizontal component of F∗thin. If p : Σ → FΣ denotes the bundle projection then
p∗f∗(π1Fhor) and p∗f∗([c]) are infinite cyclic subgroups in π1FΣ, which are contained
in the fundamental group generated by simple closed curve in FΣ, for any component c
of ∂Fhor. To see this, it is sufficient to check that for any component c of ∂Fhor then
f∗([c]) 6= 1 and this follows directly from the Non-degeneration condition.
Remark 4.6. Let T be a canonical torus of G and suppose that T 6⊂ ∂G. Then T is
the boundary of two Seifert pieces S and S′ of G. If S = S′ then we denote by Σ(T )
a regular neighborhood of T . Then in the following it will be convenient, for technical
reasons, to consider the spaces Σ(T ) as a Seifert piece of G. Actually Σ(T ) can be seen
as a component of G∗thin. Note that each component of F ∩ Σ(T ) is always a properly
embedded annulus.
Denote by Geffthick, resp. Geffthin, the space which consists of the disjoint union of the
components S of Gthick, resp. of G∗thin, such that F ∩ S 6= ∅. Next we decompose Geffthin
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into the union Geffthin,hor ∪ Geffthin,ver where Geffthin,hor, resp. Geffthin,ver, denotes the compo-
nents S of Geffthin such that F ∩ S consists of horizontal, resp. vertical, surfaces. Denote
by Fthin,hor ∪ Fthin,ver the corresponding decomposition of Fthin. To finish, decompose
Geffthin,hor into the union G
eff,h
thin,hor∪G
eff,∼
thin,hor where G
eff,h
thin,hor consists of the Seifert pieces
S of Geffthin,hor such that f∗(hS) ∈ 〈t〉, where hS denotes the generic fiber of S and t is the
fiber of Σ. This gives a decomposition of F into Fthick ∪Fhthin,hor ∪F∼thin,hor ∪Fthin,ver.
Note that two components of Fthick ∪ Fhthin,hor, resp. of Fthin,ver, cannot be adjacent.
This follows directly from the minimality of the JSJ-decomposition combined with the
non-degeneration of the map f |TG : TG → N .
On the other hand, given a component F of F∗ = F \F ∩ TG, we decompose ∂F into
∂extF ∪ ∂intF where ∂extF = ∂F ∩ ∂G. Notice that since f |F : F → FΣ has nonzero
degree, then as in the proof of Lemma 3.9, Fthick 6= ∅.
PSfrag replacements
∂ext
∂ext
∂ext
Geffthick
Geffthick
S1 × I
S1 × I
S1 × I
Geffthin,ver
Geff,∼thin,hor
Geff,hthin,hor
W (T ) ≃ S1 × S1 × I
FIGURE 1. Efficient surfaces and thin-thick decomposition
Assume now that e(Σ) 6= 0. In particular this means that Σ is closed. Since
f |Gthick : Gthick → Σ is a bundle homomorphism then one can choose a fiber t in
Σ \W (Tv) such that f−1(t) is a finite unions of fibers h1, ..., hl in int(Gthick). Then de-
note by Σ′, resp. G′, the space Σ \W (t), resp. G \ ∪i=1,...,lW (hi), and by f ′ : G′ → Σ′
the induced proper nonzero degree map. Now Σ′ is a circle bundle over a surface FΣ′ with
zero Euler number. Note that FΣ′ is FΣ minus the interior of a slight 2-disk. As in the first
case consider a component F of f ′−1(FΣ′ ) such that deg(f ′|F : F → FΣ′ ) 6= 0. Denote
by πG, resp. πΣ, the natural quotient map πG : G′ → G, resp. πΣ : Σ′ → Σ. Then one
can perform a decomposition of F and of G′ into G′effthick∪G
′eff,h
thin,hor∪G
′eff,∼
thin,hor∪G
′eff
thin,ver
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as in the first case and the projection πG gives the decomposition Geffthick ∪ Geff,hthin,hor ∪
Geff,∼thin,hor ∪G
eff
thin,ver of Geff = πG(G′eff).
Remark 4.7. Note that it follows from our construction that πG|G′thin : G′thin → Gthin
is the identity map and then Fthin can be regarded as a surface in G properly embedded
in Gthin. However Fthick cannot be properly embedded in Gthick. This comes from the
observation that each components ci of Fthick ∩ ∂W (hi) is related to the meridian mi of
W (hi) by the equation ci = maii hni where ai 6= 0 and (ai, ni) = 1. This ni is generally
non-zero.
SinceΣ′ is the trivial orientable circle bundle overFΣ′ then we denote by i′ : FΣ′ → N ′
the canonical inclusion and by p′ : Σ′ → FΣ′ the bundle projection. In the case where
e(Σ) 6= 0 the following map
I : F
f ′|F
→ FΣ′
i′
→ Σ′
πΣ→ Σ
p
→ FΣ
plays a crucial role in the proof of inequality V since it measures the contribution of the thin
and thick parts to produce the simplicial volume of the target. Note that it is easy to check
that the map p ◦ πΣ ◦ i′ is surjective at the π1-level and thus the induced homomorphism
I∗ as a finite index image in π1FΣ.
Since f ′|G′thick and f ′|G
′eff,h
thin,hor is a bundle homomorphism then I|Fthick ∪ Fhthin,hor
factors throught O′effthick ∪ O
eff,h
thin,hor, which denotes the union of the base surfaces of the
Seifert pieces of G′effthick ∪G
′eff,h
thin,hor (recall that G′thin = Gthin), in such a way that there is
a map
I ′ : O
′eff
thick ∪O
eff,h
thin,hor → FΣ
such that
I|Fthick ∪ F
h
thin,hor ≃ I
′ ◦
(
pG′eff
thick
∪ p
G
′eff,h
thin,hor
)
where pG′
thick
∪ p
G
′eff,h
thin,hor
denotes the Seifert projections. Denote by c the boundary of
FΣ′ in ∂Σ′ and denote by m the simple closed curve in ∂Σ′ which is identified with the
meridian of a solid torus to obtain Σ from Σ′. Since e(Σ) 6= 0 and since Σ has no excep-
tional fiber then there exists a nonzero integer n such that m = ctn, where t denotes the
homotopy class of the fiber represented in ∂Σ′. In the same way denote by ci a boundary
of Fthick in ∂W (hi) and by mi the meridian of W (hi). There exists coprime integers
(ai, ni) with ai 6= 0 such that ci = maii h
ni
i . Denote by δi the boundary component of
O
′eff
thick corresponding to ∂W (hi). Then (pG′eff
thick
)∗(ci) = [δi]
±ai
. On the other hand it
follows from our construction that there exists αi ∈ Z such that f ′∗(ci) = cαi and thus
I∗(ci) = p∗ ◦ (πΣ)∗(mαit−nαi) = p∗(t−nαi) = 1. Hence (I ′)∗ ◦ (pG′eff
thick
)∗(ci) =
(I ′)∗([δi]
±ai) = 1. Since π1FΣ is torsion free then (I ′)∗([δi]±1) = 1 and thus the map
I ′ factors throught Oeffthick. Thus I induces a map I ′′ : O
eff
thick ∪ O
eff,h
thin,hor → FΣ such that
I ′′ ◦ πO = I ′ where πO : O
′eff
thick ∪ O
eff,h
thin,hor → O
eff
thick ∪ O
eff,h
thin,hor denotes the natural
quotient map.
4.3. An intermediate result when the image of Gthin is large at the homological level.
For technical reasons, the proof of inequality (V) depends of the image of Gthin at the
homological level. For instance the more easy case is when the induced homomorphism is
surjective. More precisely we prove the following
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Lemma 4.8. If the homomorphism (f |Gthin)♯ : H1(Gthin;Q)→ H1(Σ;Q) is surjective
then Vol(Gthick) ≥ Vol(Σ).
Proof. We first check that the hypothesis implies that (f |∂Gthick)♯ : H1(∂Gthick;Q) →
H1(Σ;Q) is surjective. Since by construction ∂intGthick = ∂intGthin it is sufficient to
check that (f |∂intGthin)♯ : H1(∂intGthin;Q)→ H1(Σ;Q) is surjective. Let L be a com-
ponent of Gthin. Choose a component DL of ∂intL ⊂ ∂intGthin. Then DL ⊂ ∂intGthick.
Then we claim that
(A) ⊕L⊂Gthin H1(DL;Q)→ H1(Σ;Q)
is an epimorphism. Recall that there exists a maximal vertical torus T in Σ such that
f∗(π1L) ⊂ π1T and f∗(π1D) ≃ Z × Z where D denotes a component of ∂intL. Indeed
this follows from property Pt combined with the Non-degeneration condition. Then we
have the following commutative diagramm
π1DL
i∗ //

π1L
f∗ //

π1T ⊂ π1Σ

H1(DL;Z)
i♯ // H1(L;Z)
f♯ //
88
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
H1(FΣ;Z)
Then Rk(f♯ ◦ i♯) = Rk(f♯). Since the components of Gthin cannot be adjacent by con-
struction then
H1(Gthin) = ⊕L∈GthinH1(L)
which proves that (A) is surjective (with coefficient Q) and thus so is (f |∂intGthick)♯.
Since f |Gthick is a fiber preserving map then it descends to a map f ′ : Othick → FΣ such
that f ′|∂Othick : ∂Othick → FΣ induces an epimorphism at the H1-level (with coefficient
Q and whereOthick denotes the base surfaces of the components of Gthick).
We are now ready to check that Vol(Gthick) ≥ Vol(Σ). On one hand we know that
Vol(Σ) = β1(FΣ)− ε, with ε = 2 or 1 depending on whether Σ is closed or not, and
Vol(Gthick) ≥
∑
S∈Gthick
(2gS + pS − 2)
where gS denotes the genus of OS and pS denotes the number of components of ∂S. On
the other hand we know from the paragraph above that∑
S∈Gthick
pS ≥ β1FΣ
and by Claim 4.4 we know that gS ≥ 2 when S ∈ Gthick. Thus we get
Vol(Gthick) ≥ β1(FΣ) + 2
∑
S∈Gthick
(gS − 1) > Vol(Σ)
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Remark 4.9. Recall that the image of Gthin is a family of vertical tori Tv . Denote by Cv the
family of circles in FΣ corresponding to Tv . Then H1(Tv;Q) → H1(Σ;Q) is surjective
iff H1(Cv;Q)→ H1(FΣ;Q) is surjective and in this case we have Vol(Gthick) ≥ Vol(Σ).
Thus from now on, when N is a circle bundle with non-zero Euler number we can
assume that the following condition is checked:
(C) the homomorphism (f |Gthin)♯ : H1(Gthin;Q)→ H1(Σ;Q) is not surjective.
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4.4. Parametrization of non-degenerate maps. We define a set of parameters which
characterize the map f : G → Σ. First of all, given a Seifert fibered space S with
non-empty boundary, endowed with a fixed fibration, a generic fiber hS , exeptional fibers
c1, ..., crS denote by T1(S), ..., TpS (S) its boundary components and for each i = 1, ..., pS
denote by di(S) a section of Ti(S) so that d1(S)+...+dpS (S) = q1+...+qrS inH1(S;Z),
where each qi is a chosen section corresponding to the exceptional fiber ci.
If S denotes a Seifert piece of Geffthick ∪ G
eff,h
thin,hor then let qS be the nonzero integer
satisfying f∗(hS) = tqS . If S denotes a Seifert piece of Geff,∼thin,hor then recall that there
exists a vertical torus TS in Tv such that f(S) = TS . Denote by uS the simple closed
curve of FΣ such that 〈[uS ]〉 = p∗(π1TS). Moreover when S is in Geff,∼thin,hor then we
choose a lifting of uS denoted by uS in Σ such that 〈uS , t〉 = π1TS in the following way:
consider a component c of ∂S ∩ F and choose uS so that f∗([c]) ∈ 〈[uS ]〉. Let (βS , αS)
be the integers such that f∗(hS) = uβSS tαS . Note that by definition of G
eff,∼
thin,hor then F ∩S
is a horizontal surface and then for each i = 1, ..., pS there exists γiS 6= 0 and coprime
integers (aiS , niS) with aiS 6= 0 such that f∗(d
aiS
i (S)h
−niS
S ) = u
γiS
S .
If S is a Seifert piece of Geffthin,ver then we denote by νS the non-zero integer such that
p∗f∗(hS) = u
νS
S .
Then we define the parameters space of the maps f by setting
M(f,F) :=


qS when S ∈ G
eff
thick ∪G
eff,h
thin,hor
(αS , βS), γ
i
S , n
i
S i = 1, ..., pS when S ∈ G
eff,∼
thin,hor
νS when S ∈ Geffthin,ver


Claim 4.10. For any Seifert piece S ofGeff,∼thin,hor the couple (βS , αS) defined above always
satisfies the condition βSαS 6= 0.
Proof of the Claim. The fact that βS 6= 0 follows from the definition of Geff,∼thin,hor.
Denote by FS the subsurface F ∩ S. We know from the definition of Geff,∼thin,hor that FS
is a horizontal surface of S. Hence if αS = 0 then f∗(hS) = uβSS and thus, since f |T is
π1-injective hS is a component of FS ∩ T . This implies that FS is a properly embedded
horizontal annulus in S. A contradiction. This proves the claim. 
4.5. Increasing the genus of the base 2-orbifolds of the efficient thin part. In this part
we state a technical result which allows to construct suitable coverings which increase the
genus of the base of the thin part ofG assuming some technical conditions. More precisely,
in this paragraph we state the following
Lemma 4.11. Assume that either e(Σ) = 0 or if e(Σ) 6= 0 then assume condition (C). For
any n ∈ N∗ there exists a finite regular covering fn : Gn → Σn of f : G→ Σ satisfying
the following properties:
(i) Any component of (Gn)∗ over a geometric piece of Geff,∼thin,hor admits a fibration over
a 2-orbifold of genus at least n,
(ii) the covering πn : Σn → Σ has a fiber degree ≤ to the fiber degree of Sn → S for
any geometric piece S of Geff and for any Sn in G∗n over S.
To prove the lemma when e(Σ) 6= 0, we need some technical refinement. More pre-
cisely in this case it will be convenient to assume that the ”base curves” uS that define the
tori TS satisfy
(C′) Im (H1 (uS ;Z)→ H1 (FΣ;Z)) 6= {0} when S is a Seifert piece of G
eff
thin
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This is possible using Lemma 2.4 combined with Lemma 4.3. On the other hand, when
e(Σ) 6= 0, then recall that the group π1Σ has a presentation
(Pe) 〈t, a1, b1, ..., ag, bg : a
−1
i tai = t, b
−1
j tbj = t, [a1, b1]...[ag, bg] = t
n〉
The integer n has the following interpretation: the group π1Σ is obtained as a central
extension of 〈t〉 = Z by π1FΣ using the exact sequence of the fibration
{1} → 〈t〉 ≃ Z
i∗→ π1Σ
p∗
→ π1FΣ → {1}
Recall that central extensions of Z by π1FΣ correpond to elements of H2(π1FΣ,Z) and
the integer n is the element of Z ≃ H2(π1FΣ,Z) corresponding to π1Σ. The following
result will be convenient because it allows to increase the integer n without modifying the
parameter space of M(f,F). More precisely:
Lemma 4.12. Assume that e(Σ) 6= 0 and that condition C is satisfied for Σ. Then for any
prime q there exists a finite abelian covering π : Σ˜ → Σ acting trivially on Tv, hence in
particular on t and on Gthin via f |Gthin by remark 4.9, such that n˜ ∈ qZ, where n˜ is the
element of H2(π1FΣ˜,Z) corresponding to π1Σ˜.
Proof. Let q be a prime number. By condition C combinned with remark 4.9, there exists
an epimorphism ε : H1(FΣ;Z) → Zq such that ker ε ⊃ H1(Cv;Z). Consider the finite
covering π : Σ˜ → Σ induced by ε via p : Σ → FΣ. It follows from the construction that
π acts trivially on Tv. On the other hand Σ˜ is a S1-bundle over a surface FΣ˜ that is the
covering of FΣ corresponding to ε. Note that the inclusion π1FΣ˜ → π1FΣ gives a map
H2(π1FΣ,Z) ≃ Z ∋ 1 7→ q × 1 ∈ Z ≃ H
2(π1F˜Σ,Z)
and thus the integer n˜ corresponding to the fibration of Σ˜ satisfies the equation n˜ = qn.
This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.13. Note that since the covering acts trivially on t and on Geffthin via f |Geffthin then
the covering f˜ : G˜ → Σ˜ does not affect the parameters space of G˜eff . More precisely for
any Seifert pieceS inGeff,∼thin,hor, resp. Geffthick∪G
eff,h
thin,hor, resp. Geffthin,ver and any component
S˜ over S in G˜∗ then αS˜ = αS , βS˜ = βS , γ
ji
S˜
= γiS , resp. qS˜ = qS , resp. νS˜ = νS .
Thus from now on one may assume that the following condition is checked for f : G→
Σ: There exists a prime q such that
(C′′)


q > l.c.m


qS , S ∈ Geffthick ∪G
eff,h
thin,hor
γiS , αS , S ∈ G
eff,∼
thin,hor, i = 1, ..., pS
νS , S ∈ Geffthin,ver


n ∈ qZ


where l.c.m denotes the lowest common multiple and n is defined in Pe. The following
result is the key step for the proof of Lemma 4.11.
Lemma 4.14. Assume that either e(Σ) = 0 or if e(Σ) 6= 0 then assume conditions
(C), (C′) and (C′′) are satisfied. Let S be a geometric piece of Geff,∼thin,hor. Let g be an
element of π1S which denotes either the homotopy class of an exceptional fiber or the ho-
motopy class of a section of a boundary component of S. Then there exists a finite group
H and an epimorphism ϕ : π1Σ→ H such that:
(i) Separation: ϕf∗(g) 6∈ 〈ϕf∗(hS)〉
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(ii) Action on the fibers: Let p : Σ˜ → Σ denote the covering of Σ corresponding to
ϕ and for any geometric piece S of Geff denote by πS : S˜ → S the finite covering of S
induced by p via f |S. Then Gh(πS) ≥ Gh(p).
Proof. Let S be a geometric piece of Geff,∼thin,hor and let g be an element of π1S satisfying
the hypothesis of the lemma.
First assume that g is the homotopy class of an exceptional fiber c of S and denote by
µ > 1 the index of this fiber. Let (β, α) ∈ Z2 such that f∗(g) = uβStα. In particular we
have βµ = βS 6= 0.
Let p be a prime number such that p|µ. According to Lemma 2.5 there exists a finite
group Hp and an epimorphism τ : π1FΣ → Hp such that τ(uβS) 6= 1 and p divides the
order of τ(uβS). Consider the homomorphism ϕ given by
π1Σ
p∗
→ π1FΣ
τ
→ Hp
This completes the proof when g = c. Indeed suppose that there exists n ∈ Z such that
ϕf∗(g) = ϕf∗(h
n
S). Then τ(u
β
S) = τ(u
nβµ
S ). Then p divides 1 − nµ. A contradiction
since p|µ. On the other hand, the second point of the lemma is satisfied since the covering
on the target corresponding to ϕ acts trivially on the fiber.
Assume now that g denotes the homotopy class of a section d of a component of ∂S
According to the notation of paragraph 4.4 we know that there exists i ∈ {1, ..., pS} such
that d = di(S). In particular we have f∗(da
i
S ) = u
γiS+n
i
SβS
S t
niSαS where aiS 6= 0.
Assume that e(Σ) 6= 0. From the presentation (Pe) of π1Σ and by condition C′′ one
sees that H1(Σ;Z) ≃ Zn ⊕ H1(FΣ;Z) where n ∈ qZ. Since n ∈ qZ then there exists
an epimorphism λq : Zn → Zq . On the other hand, it follows from condition C′ that
the uS’s are non-trivial elements of H1(FΣ;Q) (when S runs over the Seifert pieces of
Gthin). Then there exists a q-group Fq and an epimorphism τq : H1(FΣ;Z) → Fq such
that τq(uS) 6= 0.
Note that if e(Σ) = 0 then H1(Σ;Z) ≃ Z⊕H1(FΣ;Z) and thus the above construction
still hold. Consider now the homomorphism ϕ defined by
π1Σ→ H1(Σ;Z) ≃ Zn ⊕H1(FΣ;Z)
λq×τq
→ Zq × Fq
Using condition C′′ we claim that ϕ satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. First we check
point (i). To see this it is sufficient to check that ϕf∗(daiS ) 6∈ 〈ϕf∗(h)〉. Assume that there
exists n ∈ Z such that ϕf∗(da
i
S ) = ϕf∗(h
n
S). Then using our notations this means that
τq
(
u
γiS+n
i
SβS
S
)
= τq(u
nβS
S ) and λq
(
tn
i
SαS
)
= λq (t
nαS )
Then q divides γiS + βS(niS − n) and (niS − n)αS . Since (αS , q) = 1 then q divides
niS − n and thus q divides γiS . A contradiction. It remains to check the second point of
the lemma. First it follows from the construction of ϕ that Gh(p) = q. On the other hand
for any Seifert piece S of Geff then it follows from our construction and from conditions
C′ and C′′ that f∗(hS) has order qrS with rS ≥ 1, since f∗(hS) = tqS and (q, qS) = 1 or
f∗(hS) = u
βS
S t
αS and (αS , q) = 1 or p∗f∗(hS) = uνSS with (νS , q) = 1. This completes
the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 4.11. We follow here the same kind of arguments as in [PS][Lemma 4.2.1,
paragraph 4.2.14] using Lemma 4.14. Let S be a Seifert piece of Geff,∼thin,hor and assume that
the genus gS of the base 2-orbifold OS of S satisfies gS ≥ 1. Denote by d1, ..., dpS the
chosen section of ∂S (with respect to the fixed Seifert fibration of S) and let c1, ..., cr
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denote the homotopy class of the exceptional fibers of S with index µ1, ..., µr. Using
Lemma 4.14 and Lemma 4.12 we know that there exists a homomorphism ϕ : π1Σ → K
onto a finite group such that
(i) ϕf∗(di) 6∈ 〈ϕf∗(hS)〉, for i = 1, ..., pS and ϕf∗(cj) 6∈ 〈ϕf∗(hS)〉 for j = 1, ..., r.
Denote by p : S˜ → S a component of the covering over S induced by ϕ via f |S.
This covering induces a branched covering of degree denoted by σ between the underlying
space of the base 2-orbifolds of S and S˜. Let βj the order of ϕf∗(cj) in K and for each
i = 1, ..., pS denote by ri the number of component of ∂S˜ over Ti and set ni = σ/ri.
Then the Riemann-Hurwitz formula allows the compute the genus of the base 2-orbifold
of S˜ in the following way:
2gS˜ = 2 + σ
(
pS + 2gS + r − 2−
i=pS∑
i=1
1
ni
−
i=r∑
i=1
1
(µi, βi)
)
By condition (i) one can check that σ ≥ 2, ni ≥ 2 for i = 1, ..., pS and (µi, βi) ≥ 2 for
i = 1, ..., r. Then since moreover pS ≥ 1 it is easy to check that gS˜ > gS when gS ≥ 1.
Note that condition (ii) of Lemma 4.11 is garanteed by condition (ii) of Lemma 4.14.
Assume now that gS = 0. We follow here the same construction as in the case gS ≥ 1
using Lemma 4.14. The Riemann-Hurwitz formula gives:
2gS˜ ≥ 2 + σ
(pS
2
− 2
)
Hence if pS ≥ 4 then gS˜ ≥ 1 and we have a reduction to the first case. Assume that
pS ≤ 3 and perform the same construction as above. Denote by S˜ the finite covering of S
corresponding to ϕ ◦ (f |S)∗ and denote by pS˜ the number of boundary components of S˜.
Then the Riemann-Hurwitz forlmula gives
2gS˜ = 2− pS˜ + σ
(
pS + r − 2−
i=r∑
i=1
1
(µi, βi)
)
Assume pS = 3. If pS˜ ≥ 4 then we have a reduction to the case above. If pS˜ = 3
the Riemann-Hurwitz forlmula gives, since σ ≥ 2 then 2gS˜ ≥ −1 + σ ≥ 1 and thus
gS˜ ≥ 1. Assume pS = 2. Applying the same argument we get a reduction to the case
pS = 3 or gS˜ ≥ 1. Note that the case pS = 1 is impossible since f∗(π1S) ≃ Z × Z and
f∗(π1∂S) ≃ Z × Z (Indeed if ∂S is connected then Rk(H1(∂S) → H1(S)) = 1). Next
we perform this construction for each component of Geff,∼thin,hor.
To complete the proof of the lemma it remains to check that one can find a regular
covering. More precisely assume that there exists a finite covering fn : Gn → Σn satis-
fying the conclusion of the lemma. Denote by πn : Σn → Σ the associated covering of
Σ, by Hn the finite index subgroup of π1Σ corresponding to this covering and denote by
pn : Gn → G the corresponding finite covering induced by πn via f : G→ Σ. Denote by
εn : Σˆn → Σn the finite covering so that πn◦εn is the regular covering of Σ corresponding
to the normal subgroup
Kn =
⋂
g∈π1Σ
gHng
−1
✁ π1Σ
Then consider the induced regular covering fˆn : Gˆn → Σˆn. Since Gn satisfies point (i) of
Lemma 4.11 and since Gˆn is a finite covering of Gn then point (i) is still true for Gˆn. On
the other hand since the fiber ofΣ is central in π1Σ then it follows from the construction the
fiber degree of πn◦εn is equal to the fiber degree of πn. Hence the covering fˆn : Gˆn → Σˆn
satisfies point (ii). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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4.6. Comparing the volume. We use here the efficient surfaces constructed in paragraph
4.2 and we keep the same notations. We construct a dual graph Γ for F in the following
way: the vertex space V (Γ) is the connected components of Fthick and F∗thin and the edge
space E(Γ) consists of the components of ∂intFthick ∪ ∂intF∗thin. We assume that Γ is
embedded in G with the canonical inclusion. On the other hand, for each edge e ∈ E(Γ)
then e ∩ TG consists of a single point ve(T ), where T denotes the component of TG such
that e ∩ T 6= ∅. Then the set {ve(T ), e ∈ E(Γ), T ∈ TG} = Γ ∩ TG will be termed the
middle space of Γ and we denote it by M(Γ).
Denote byGmain = Geffthick∪G
eff,h
thin,hor, and byFmain = F∩Gmain = Fthick∪Fhthin,hor.
It will be convenient to assume that the following conditions are satisfied for the graph Γ:
(i) Vertex condition: Given a Seifert piece S of Geff , resp. a component T of TGeff , then
we assume that there is a point xS , resp. xT , in Σ such that f(S ∩ V (Γ)) = xS , resp.
f(T ∩M(Γ)) = xT .
This is possible after performing a homotopy on f moving only a small regular neigh-
borhood of V (Γ) ∪M(Γ).
(ii) Equivariance: Let S be a Seifert piece of Gmain and let a1, a2 denote two compo-
nents of S ∩ E(Γ). For each i = 1, 2, then ai = [vi, vei(Ti)] for some vi ∈ V (Γ) and
vei(Ti) ∈ M(Γ). If T1 = T2 then we assume that πS |ai : ai → πS(ai) is a homeomor-
phism and that πS(a1) = πS(a2), where πS : S → OS denotes the Seifert projection.
Note that the equivariance condition is possible, after readjusting Γ, since the Seifert
pieces of Gmain are not adjacent.
PSfrag replacements
∂ext
∂ext
∂ext
Geffthick
Geffthick
S1 × I
S1 × I
S1 × I
Geffthin,ver
Geff,∼thin,hor
Geff,hthin,hor
W (T ) ≃ S1 × S1 × I
FIGURE 2. Dual Graph
Claim 4.15. The induced homomorphisms
f♯ : H1 (Γ ∪ Fmain;Q)→ H1(FΣ,Q),
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resp. I♯ : H1 (Γ ∪ Fmain;Q)→ H1(FΣ,Q) when e(Σ) 6= 0
are surjective.
Proof. Recall that f∗ : π1 (F) → π1FΣ, resp. I∗ : π1 (F) → π1FΣ, has a finite index
image in π1FΣ. Given a group G denote by GG a set of generators of G. Then⋃
U∈Fmain
Gπ1U
⋃
U∈(F\Fmain)
Gπ1U
⋃
Gπ1Γ
is a set of generator for π1F . On the other hand it follows from our construction that any
component U of F \ Fmain has at least one boundary component, say cU adjacent to a
component of Fmain. On the other hand we know that f∗([cU ]), resp. I∗([cU ]) is a finite
index subgroup of f∗(π1U), resp. I∗(π1U). This completes the proof of the claim. 
Denote by Oeff the disjoint union of the bases of the Seifert pieces of Geff decom-
posed as the union Oeffthick
∐
O
eff,h
thin,hor
∐
O
eff,∼
thin,hor
∐
O
eff
thin,ver and by Omain the union
O
eff
thick
∐
O
eff,h
thin,hor.
4.6.1. Connecting the main surfaces. The vertex and equivariance conditions (i) and (ii)
give rise to an equivalence relation on Γ denoted by ∼. Denote by Γˆ the quotient space
Γ/ ∼ and by q : Γ → Γˆ the projection. Note that V (Γˆ) = q(M(Γ) ∪ V (Γ)). Then
the vertex and equivariance conditions imply that the map f |Γ factors through Γˆ. More
precisely we get the following commutative diagram
Γ
f |Γ
//
q

FΣ
Γˆ
h
??








Assume that e(Σ) = 0. Let S be a component of Gmain. Since f |S : S → Σ is a
bundle homomorphism (by definition) and since π1FΣ is torsion free then there is a map
f ′ : Omain → FΣ such that the following diagram is consistant.
Fmain
f
//
Π=pGmain

FΣ
Omain
f ′
<<
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
On the other hand when e(Σ) 6= 0 then we know from paragraph 4.2 that the map I : F →
FΣ induces by restriction a map such that the following diagram is consistant.
Fmain
I //
Π=πO◦pG′
main

FΣ
Omain
I′′
<<
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
We now define a ”quotient space” of Γ ∪ Fmain in the following way. First note that
Π(Γ ∩ Fmain) gives a subgraph of Γˆ. Then define the spaceOmain ∪ Γˆ as the attachement
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of Γˆ to Omain along Π(Γ ∩ Fmain) = Γˆ ∩ Omain. Then the vertex and equivariance
conditions allow to extend the above diagram to the following one (D):
Γ ∪ Fmain
⋆ //
Π∪q

FΣ
Γˆ ∪ Omain
⋆′
::
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
where ⋆ , resp. ⋆′ represents f , resp. f ′ ∪ h or I , resp. I ′′ ∪ h depending on whether
e(Σ) = 0 or not. Notice that it follows from our construction and from Claim 4.15 that ⋆′
induces an epimorphism at the H1-level (with coefficient Q).
PSfrag replacements
Π ∪ q
Omain
OmainOmain
FIGURE 3. Quotient map
4.6.2. Vertical identifications. Let α and β be two components of ∂Omain. Then there ex-
ist Seifert pieces S in Gmain whose base orbifoldOS has boundary components c1S , ..., c
pS
S
and S′ in Gmain whose base orbifoldOS′ has boundary components c1S′ , ..., c
pS′
S′ such that
α = ciS and β = c
j
S′ for some i ∈ {1, ..., pS} and j ∈ {1, ..., pS′}. We say that α ≡ β
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if there is a simple closed curve c˜iS in F ∩ T iS and a simple closed curve c˜
j
S′ in F ∩ T
j
S′
and a sequence A1, ..., An of vertical annuli of G∗thin which connects c˜iS with c˜
j
S′ , where
T iS , resp. T
j
S′ , denotes the component of ∂S, resp. ∂S′, over ciS , resp. c
j
S′ . Denote by α
the set which consists of the components β such that β ≡ α. Then there exists an element
l in π1FΣ such that for each β in α there exists an integer aβ such that ⋆′∗(β) = laβ . Let
S1α denote a circle. Then we glue each component β of α along S1α with the attaching
maps z 7→ zaβ . We do that for each equivalence class of ∂Omain. The resulting space
is a branched surface denoted by Onewmain and we call r the quotient map. Note that these
identifications do not change the volume of Omain.
PSfrag replacements
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OmainOmain
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new
mainO
new
main
r
FIGURE 4. Vertical identifications
Let x1 and x2 denote two vertices of Γˆ corresponding to two equivalent boundary com-
ponents of Omain. Then we may assume that r(x1) = r(x2). Extending r trivially over
Γˆ \ (Omain ∩ Γˆ) we get a graph r(Γˆ) such that the following diagram is commutative
Γˆ ∪ Omain
⋆′
//
r

FΣ
r(Γˆ) ∪O
new
main
⋆′′
99
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
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Consider the subgraph Γˆ0 of r(Γˆ) defined as follows: Γˆ0 consists of the set, denoted
by r(Γˆ)ext, of all edges of r(Γˆ) which are not contained in O
new
main union the edges of r(Γˆ)
adjacent to an edge of r(Γˆ)ext. Of course we have r(Γˆ) ∪Onewmain = Γˆ0 ∪ Onewmain.
4.6.3. Elimination Lemma. In the paragraph above we have constructed a surface complex
Γˆ0∪O
new
main which dominatesFΣ at theH1-level. The purpose of this paragraph is to reduce
the graph Γˆ0 to eliminate ”redundant” generators of the image of ⋆′′ at the H1-level. This
reduction is crucial to compare the volume of G with Σ. In the following, given a vertex
x of a graph, we denote by v(x) the valence of x. The main result of this section is the
following
Lemma 4.16. There exists a graph Γˆ1 which is a subset of Γˆ0 whose vertex space satisfies
the following conditions:
(i) V (Γˆ1) ⊂ r ◦ q(V (Γ)),
Card(V (Γˆ1)) ≥ Card(π0(O
new
main)) + Card(π0(G
eff,∼
thin,hor)) + Card(π0(Γˆ1))− 1
On the other hand, the edge space satisfies the following conditions:
(ii) the set E(Γ1) can be identified with a subset of ∂Geff,∼thin,hor ∪ ∂Geffthin,ver. Hence
denote by E1 the edges of Γˆ1 which corresponds to a component of ∂Geff,∼thin,hor and by E2
the edges of Γˆ1 which corresponds to a component of ∂Geffthin,ver which is not adjacent to
a component of Geff,∼thin,hor (i.e. E1 ∩E2 = ∅). Then the following relations are satisfied:
Card(E1) ≤
∑
S∈Geff,∼
thin,hor
Card(π0(∂S))
Card(E2) ≤
∑
S∈Geff
thin,ver
(Card(π0(∂S))− 2)
(iii) the space Γˆ1∪Onewmain is still connected and the map ⋆′′|Γˆ1∪O
new
main : Γˆ1∪O
new
main → FΣ
induces an epimorphism at the H1-level (with coefficient Q).
In order to prove the lemma we first check the following
Claim 4.17. There exists a subgraph Γˆ′0 of Γˆ0 satisfying the following conditions:
(i) Card(V (Γˆ′0)) ≥ Card(π0(O
new
main)) + Card(π0(G
eff,∼
thin,hor)) + Card(π0(Γˆ1))− 1,
(ii) for any x ∈ r ◦ q(M(Γ)) ∩ V (Γˆ′0), then v(x) = 2,
(iii) the space Γ′0∪O
new
main is still connected and the map ⋆′′|Γˆ′0∪O
new
main : Γˆ
′
0∪O
new
main →
FΣ induces an epimorphism at the H1-level (with coefficient Q).
Proof. First notice that Γˆ0 satisfies points (i) and (iii) by construction. On the other hand
it follows from our costruction and from the definition of M(Γ) that for any x ∈ r ◦
q(M(Γ)) ∩ V (Γˆ0) then v(x) ≥ 2.
Then assume that there exists a point x ∈ r ◦ q(M(Γ)) ∩ V (Γˆ0) such that v(x) ≥ 3.
Then there exists at least three edges, say e1, e2 and e3 of Γˆ0 such that x is an end of ei,
for i = 1, ..., 3. For each i = 1, ...3 denote by yi the end of ei such that ∂ei = {x, yi}.
Note that each yi is a point of r ◦ q(V (Γ)) ∩ Γˆ0 and thus each yi correponds to a unique
Seifert piece of Geff .
First Case: Assume that there exist at least two elements i, j in {1, 2, 3} such that yi
and yj are in O
new
main. Then remove the edge ei (say) from the graph Γˆ0 to get a new graph
Γˆ0,1 ⊂ Γˆ0. By construction yi and yj are in the same component ofO
new
main thus point (i) is
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still satisfied. On the other hand the valence of x in Γˆ0,1 is strictly less than the valence of
x in Γˆ0. Point (iii) is easily checked with the space Γˆ0,1 ∪ Onewmain since ei ⊂ O
new
main.
Second Case: Up to re-indexing, assume that y1, y2 correpond to Seifert pieces of Geffthin
and that y3 ∈ O
new
main.
Thus it follows from our construction that there exists edges e˜1, e˜2, e˜3 of Γ with end
points {x˜i, y˜i} i = 1, 2, 3, Seifert pieces S3 of Gmain, S1, S2 of Geff,∼thin,hor ∪ Geffthin,ver and
boundary T3 ⊂ ∂S3 and Ti ⊂ ∂Si, i = 1, 2 such that:
(1) r ◦ q(e˜i) = ei and r ◦ q(x˜i) = x, r ◦ q(y˜i) = yi for i = 1, 2, 3,
(2) x˜3 ∈ T3, x˜1 ∈ T1, x˜2 ∈ T2, y˜3 ∈ int(S3), y˜1 ∈ int(S1) and y˜2 ∈ int(S2).
Since r ◦ q(x˜i) = x for i = 1, 2, 3 then T1, T2 and T3 are also components of Gmain
which are connected by a finite sequence of vertical annuli of G∗thin. Thus necessarily
S1 = S2 = S and in particular y1 = y2.
Denote by c the curve defined by e1 ∪ e2. It follows from our construction that there
exists a curve c˜ in S such that p∗f∗([c˜]) = ⋆′′∗([c]) in π1FΣ, where p : Σ → FΣ denotes
the bundle projection. Denote by A a the connected component of Gthin which contains
S. Then, since F is connected it follows from our construction that A contains at least one
boundary component, say TA, which is adjacent to a component B of Geffthick. Note that
B is necessarily a Seifert manifold. It follows from our construction that p∗f∗(π1A) ≃
Z and that if s˜ denotes a section of TA with respect to the Seifert fibration of B then
p∗f∗(〈[s˜]〉) ≃ Z. This point comes from the non-degeneration of f |TA and from the fact
that f |B : B → Σ is a fiber preserving map. Denote by s the component of ∂Omain such
that s = Π(s˜). Then Im(⋆′′♯ ([r(s)])) = Im(⋆′′♯ ([c])) at the H1-level with coefficient Q,
where r denote the projectionOmain → Onewmain.
Consider the graph Γˆ0,1 obtained from Γˆ0 after removing int(e1). Then Γˆ0,1 satisfies
points (i) and (iii) and the valence of x in Γˆ0,1 is strictly less than the valence of x in Γˆ0.
Third Case: Assume that y1, y2 and y3 correspond to Seifert pieces of Geff,∼thin,hor ∪
Geffthin,ver. Then we can apply the same construction as in the second case. This completes
the proof of the claim.

Proof of Lemma 4.16. Let x be an element of r ◦ q(M(Γ)) ∩ Γˆ′0. We know by Claim 4.17
that v(x) = 2. Then there exists excatly two edges e1, e2 whose x is an end point. Hence
one can replace the edges e1, e2 by a single edge e1∪x e2. By performing this operation for
all points of r ◦ q(M(Γ))∩ Γˆ′0 we get a new graph Γˆ”0 satisfying the following properties:
(1) V (Γˆ”0) ⊂ r ◦ q(V (Γ)),
Card(V (Γˆ”0)) ≥ Card(π0(O
new
main)) + Card(π0(G
eff,∼
thin,hor)) + Card(π0(Γˆ”0)) − 1
(2)The edge space E(Γˆ”0) can be identified with a subset of ∂Geff,∼thin,hor ∪ ∂Geffthin,ver and
(3) the space Γˆ”0 ∪ Onewmain is still connected and the map ⋆′′|Γˆ”0 ∪ O
new
main : Γˆ”0 ∪
O
new
main → FΣ induces an epimorphism at the H1-level (with coefficient Q), since Γˆ”0 and
Γˆ′0 are homeomorphic.
Then one can consider the disjoint decomposition of E(Γˆ”0) into E1∪E2. To complete
the the proof of the Lemma it remains to check the inequalities (ii).
First note that for any Seifert piece S of Gthin then Card(π0∂S) ≥ 2. Indeed it follows
from the construction of Gthin that f∗(π1S) ≃ Z × Z and from the non-degeneration
condition that f∗(π1T ) ≃ Z × Z for any component T of ∂S. Thus we get the following
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FIGURE 5. Resulting grah after ”Elimination”
commutative diagram
π1T //

π1S //

Z× Z ⊂ π1Σ
H1(T ;Z) // H1(S;Z)
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This implies that Rk(H1(T ;Z)→ H1(S;Z)) = 2. If ∂S is connected then it follows from
the exact sequence corresponding to the pair (S, ∂S) that Rk(H1(∂S;Z)→ H1(S;Z)) =
1 then ∂S can not be connected.
Let e be an element of E(Γˆ”0) with end points x1 and x2. Notice that xi ∈ r ◦ q(V (Γ))
for i = 1, 2. For the points x1, x2 the following possibilities hold:
Case 1: Assume that x1 and x2 correpond to Seifert pieces of Geff,∼thin,hor ∪ Geffthin,ver.
Let T denote the characteristic torus corresponding to e. Let S1 and S2 denote the Seifert
pieces of G \ TG adjacent to T (Si 6≃ S1 × S1 × I for i = 1, 2).
Subcase 1.1: Suppose first that S1 = S2 = S then it follows from our construction
(after re-indexing) that x1 corresponds to S1 and x2 correpsonds to a piece homeomorphic
to S1 × S1 × I (see Remark 4.6). But in this case, v(x2) = 2. Let e′ the edge of Γˆ”0
adjacent to e along x2 with end points {x2, x3}. Necessarily x3 corresponds to S. Then
one can replace the two edges e, e′ by a single edge e ∪x2 e′. Note that by construction
x1 = x3 and thus e∪x2 e′ is a simple closed curve. Then one can remove the curve e∪x2 e′
so that properties (1), (2) and (3) remain true, using the same arguments as in the proof of
Claim 4.17.
Subcase 1.2: Suppose that S1 6= S2. Then e ∈ E1. This comes from the fact that to
Seifert pieces of Geffthin,ver can not be adjacent along the characteristic torus corresponding
to e by minimality of the JSJ-decomposition.
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Case 2: If x1 ∈ O
new
main and x2 corresponds to a Seifert piece of G
eff,∼
thin,hor then e ∈ E1.
Case 3: To finish, suppose that x1 ∈ O
new
main and x2 corresponds to a Seifert piece S
of Geffthin,ver. If Card(π0∂S) ≥ 3 then e ∈ E2. Assume that Card(π0∂S) = 2. Then
v(x2) ≤ 2. If v(x2) = 1 then one can remove the edge e from the graph Γˆ”0 so that
properties (1), (2) and (3) remain true. If v(x) = 2 then denote by e′ the edge of Γˆ”0
such that e ∩ e′ = {x2} and denote by x3 the vertex of e3 so that {x2, x3} = ∂e′. Notice
that it follows from our construction that x3 necessarily correponds to a Seifert piece of
Geff,∼thin,hor. Then one can replace the edges e, e′ by a single edge e∪x2 e′ so that e∪x2 e′ can
be seen as an edge of E1 in the new graph. We perform this operation for any edge in Case
3 and we denote by Γˆ1 the resulting graph. Notice that Γˆ1 satisfies conditions (1), (2) and
(3). Denote still by E1 ∪E2 the decomposition of E(Γˆ1). By condition (2) the inequality
Card(E1) ≤
∑
S∈Geff,∼
thin,hor
Card(π0(∂S))
is clearly true. Thus it remains to check the second inequality. Let S be a component of
Geffthin,ver and let {e1, ..., ek} denote the edges of E2 corresponding to π0(∂S). We have
to check that k ≤ Card(π0(∂S)) − 2. If k = 0 the result is obvious. Thus assume that
k ≥ 1. Then it follows from our construction that Card(π0∂S) ≥ 3. Note that the edges
{e1, ..., ek} correspond to canonical tori which can be seen as boundary components of
some components of Gmain. But these boundary components are related by a sequence of
vertical annuli in S and so k = 1. This completes the proof of the lemma.

4.6.4. Estimating the volume. In this paragraph we check the inequalityVol(G) > Vol(Σ)
when Gthin 6= ∅. We distinguish two casis.
First Case: First of all assume that Geff,∼thin,hor = ∅. Then in this case, it follows directly
fom the proof of Lemma 4.16 that ⋆′′ : Onewmain → FΣ is an epimorphism at the H1-level
with coefficient Q. This implies that Vol(Gmain) ≥ Vol(Σ). Thus Vol(G) > Vol(Σ)
(since the Seifert pieces of Gmain can not be adjacent in G).
Second Case: We assume that Geff,∼thin,hor 6= ∅. First suppose that genus(OS) ≥ 1 for
any S ∈ Geff,∼thin,hor. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence corresponding to the
decomposition of Γˆ1∪O
new
main given by
(
Γˆ1,O
new
main, C
)
where C = Γˆ1∩O
new
main. Denote by
S1, ..., Sk the components of O
new
main and by Σ1, ...,Σl the components of G
eff,∼
thin,hor. Then
we get
{0} → H1
(
O
new
main
)
⊕H1
(
Γˆ1
)
→ H1
(
Γˆ1 ∪O
new
main
)
→ H0 (C)→ ...
...→ H0
(
O
new
main
)
⊕H0
(
Γˆ1
)
→ H0
(
Γˆ1 ∪ O
new
main
)
→ {0}
Thus we get the following relation
β1
(
O
new
main
)
= β1
(
Γˆ1 ∪ O
new
main
)
− β1
(
Γˆ1
)
On one hand we know that Vol
(
O
new
main ∪ O
eff,∼
thin,hor
)
= β1
(
O
new
main
)
+ β1
(
O
eff,∼
thin,hor
)
−
k − l Thus we get
Vol
(
O
new
main ∪ O
eff,∼
thin,hor
)
= β1
(
Γˆ1 ∪ O
new
main
)
− β1(Γˆ1) + β1
(
O
eff,∼
thin,hor
)
− k − l
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Moreover we know that β1
(
Γˆ1
)
= Card
(
E
(
Γˆ1
))
−Card
(
V
(
Γˆ1
))
+Card(π0(Γˆ1)).
By point (i) of Lemma 4.16 we know that Card
(
V (Γˆ1)
)
≥ k+ l+Card(π0(Γˆ1))−1.
On the other hand, using point (iii) of Lemma 4.16, then β1
(
Γˆ1 ∪ O
new
main
)
≥ β1 (FΣ) and
Vol(Σ) = β1 (FΣ) − ε where ε = 2 or 1 depending on whether FΣ is closed or not. This
implies that
Vol
(
O
new
main ∪ O
eff,∼
thin,hor
)
≥ Vol(Σ) + (ε− 1) + β1
(
O
eff,∼
thin,hor
)
− Card
(
E
(
Γˆ1
))
By point (i) of Lemma 4.16 one can decomposeE
(
Γˆ1
)
into the union E1 ∪E2 where E1
consists of edges corresponding to components of ∂Geff,∼thin,hor and E2 consists of edges cor-
responding to components of ∂Geffthin,ver which are not adjacent to coponents of Geff,∼thin,hor.
Then we get
Vol
(
Geff
)
≥ Vol(Σ)+(ε−1)+β1
(
O
eff,∼
thin,hor
)
−Card (E1)+Vol
(
Geffthin,ver
)
−Card (E2)
First note that it follows from Lemma 4.16
Card (E2) ≤
∑
S∈Geff
thin,ver
(Card(π0(∂S))− 2)
and Vol
(
Geffthin,ver
)
≥
∑
S∈Geff
thin,ver
(Card(π0(∂S))− 2) then Vol
(
Geffthin,ver
)
≥
Card (E2) and thus we get the following inequality
Vol
(
Geff
)
≥ Vol(Σ) + (ε− 1) + β1
(
O
eff,∼
thin,hor
)
− Card (E1)
Note that β1
(
O
eff,∼
thin,hor
)
=
∑l
i=1 (2gi + ri − 1) where gi, resp. ri, denotes the genus,
resp. the number boundary compoments, of Σi, i = 1, ..., l. Then
Vol
(
Geff
)
≥ Vol(Σ) + 2
l∑
i=1
gi − l +
l∑
i=1
ri − Card (E1)
Using point (ii) of Lemma 4.16 we know that∑li=1 ri −Card (E1) ≥ 0 and since, gi ≥ 1
for i = 1, ..., l then we get
Vol
(
Geff
)
≥ Vol(Σ) + 2
l∑
i=1
gi − l > Vol(Σ)
This proves that Vol(Geff) > Vol(Σ) since l ≥ 1 by hypothesis. Hence this completes
the proof in this case. If the condition on the genus of Oeff,∼thin,hor is not satisfied then,
since condition (C) is satisfied, we know from Lemma 4.11 that there exists a finite regular
covering f1 : G1 → Σ1 of f : G→ Σ satisfying the following properties: let π : Σ1 → Σ
and p : G1 → G denote the finite regular coverings corresponding to f1 then
(i) any geometric component of p−1(Geff,∼thin,hor) admits a Seifert fibration over a 2-
orbifold of genus at least 1,
(ii) for any geometric piece S of Geff and for any component S1 of p−1(S) then
Gh(p|S1) ≥ Gh(π).
One can apply the above arguments to the map f1 : G1 → Σ1. First note that it follows
from our construction that (G1)eff ⊂ p−1(Geff). Using point (i), it follows from the
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paragraph above that we have Vol((G1)eff) > Vol(Σ1). Thus we get
Vol (Σ1) = Vol (Σ)
deg(π)
Gh(π)
< Vol
(
(G1)
eff
)
≤ Vol
(
p−1
(
Geff
))
Denote by Q1, ..., Ql the geometric components of Geff and by pi the induced covering
p|p−1(Qi) : p−1(Qi)→ Qi. Then since p is a regular covering we have
Vol
(
Geff
)
=
1
deg(p)
i=l∑
i=1
Vol
(
p−1 (Qi)
)
Gh(pi)
Since f : G→ Σ is π1-surjective then deg(π) = deg(p) and by condition (ii) we get
Vol
(
Geff
)
≥
Gh(π)
deg(π)
Vol
(
p−1
(
Geff
))
By combining this latter inequality with the first one we get Vol(Σ) < Vol(Geff). The
proof of inequality (V) is now complete. This ends the proof of Proposition 4.1.
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS AND COROLLARY
5.1. Nonzero degree maps decreases the volume. In order to prove Theorem 1.2 we
state the following result which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.3 (see section 5.2).
Lemma 5.1. Let f : M → N be a nonzero degree map between closed Haken manifolds
satisfying ‖M‖ = deg(f)‖N‖. Then Vol(M) ≥ Vol(N) and if there exists a canonical
torus T ∈ TM such that f |T : T → N is not π1-injective then Vol(M) > Vol(N).
Proof. First assume that τ(N) = 0. If τ(M) = 0 then M is a virtual torus bundle and then
f is homotopic to a finite covering by [W], in particular f∗ : π1M → π1N is injective.
In the other cases τ(M) 6= 0 and thus Vol(M) > 0. Thus from now one one can assume
τ(N) 6= 0.
Suppose that f |TM : TM → N is π1-injective. If Mthin 6= ∅ then one can applies
Proposotion 4.1. If Mthin = ∅ then for any Seifert piece Σ of N that is not homeomorphic
to K2×˜I each component of f−1(Σ) is a Seifert piece of M . This follows from Lemma
3.9 since Σ has a hyperbolic 2-orbifold base. Choose a component G of f−1(Σ) so that
f |G : G→ Σ has nonzero degree. Thus we get Vol(G) ≥ Vol(Σ). This proves the lemma
if f is non-degenerate when restricted to TM .
Suppose that f |TM : TM → N is not π1-injective. Passing to a finite covering, we
may assume, by Lemma 4.3 and Claim 4.4 that N contains no embedded Klein bottles and
thus using Lemma 3.3 we know that there exists a closed Haken manifold Mˆ1 and a map
f1 : Mˆ1 → N satisfying the following conditions:
(i) Mˆ1 is obtained from a canonical submanifold M1 of M after Seifert Dehn fillings.
This means in particular that H(Mˆ1) = H(M) and that each Seifert piece Sˆ of Mˆ1 is
obtained as an extension from a unique Seifert piece S of M after Seifert Dehn fillings,
(ii) Mˆ1 and M have the same Gromov simplicial volume and deg(f1) = deg(f),
(iii) the map f |TMˆ1 : TMˆ1 → N is non-degenerate.
Since f |TM : TM → N is degenerate, then there exists at leat one Seifert piece Sˆ in
Mˆ1 obtained from S after non-trivial (i.e. with slope 6=∞) Seifert Dehn fillings. Assume
that a Seifert fibration of S is fixed. The base 2-orbifoldOSˆ of Sˆ is OS after gluing some
cone points along some components of ∂OS . Note that S necessarily supports a H2 ×R-
geometry.
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Indeed if not then S is the twisted I-bundle over the Klein bottle and thus Mˆ1 = Sˆ is
a closed Seifert fibered space whose base is a 2-sphere with cone points (2, 2, n). Then
Mˆ1 is a Seifert fibered space whose base 2-orbifold admits a spherical geometry. This
contradicts the fact that Mˆ1 is a Haken manifold.
Then we get χ(OS) < χ(OSˆ) ≤ 0. This proves that Vol(Mˆ1) < Vol(M). On the
other hand since f1 : Mˆ1 → N has nonzero degree and since ‖Mˆ1‖ = deg(f1)‖N‖ then
Vol(Mˆ1) ≥ Vol(N) by the first case. This completes the proof of the lemma and of
Theorem 1.2. 
5.2. Proof of the rigidity theorem. In this paragraph we prove Theorem 1.3. Let
f : M → N be a nonzero degree map between closed Haken manifolds satisfying the
Volume Condition ‖M‖ = |deg(f)|‖N‖ and Vol(M) = Vol(N). Then it follows from
Lemma 5.1 that f |TM is π1-injective.
5.2.1. Assume that N admits a geometry E3, Nil or Sol. This means that τ(M) =
τ(N) = (0, 0). Then M is a virtual torus bundle (in particular M is geometric) and
since N is irreducible then f is homotopic to a deg(f)-fold covering by a result of [W].
5.2.2. Assume that N admits a geometry H2 × R or S˜L(2,R). Then we claim that M
and N are both Seifert fibered spaces.
Indeed, if not then TM 6= ∅. By Lemma 3.9 we know thatMthick 6= ∅ and since TM 6= ∅
and since f |TM is π1-injective then Mthin 6= ∅. This implies using Proposition 4.1 that
Vol(M) > Vol(N). A contradiction. Thus we may assume that M is Seifert.
Note that f is homotopic to a fiber preserving map. Let q : Nˆ → N be the finite
covering of N correpsonding to f∗(π1M) and let fˆ : M → Nˆ denote the lifting of f .
There exists a finite covering f˜ : M˜ → N˜ of fˆ such that M˜ → M and N˜ → Nˆ have
fiber degree±1 and such that N˜ is a S1-bundle over a closed orientable hyperbolic surface
F˜ . Note that it follows from our construction that Vol(M˜) = Vol(N˜). Then the map f˜
descends to a nonzero degree map π : OM˜ → F˜ , where OM˜ denotes the base surface
of M˜ . Note that −χ(OM˜ ) ≥ −χ(OM˜ ) ≥ deg(π)(−χ(F˜ )) > 0 and since Vol(M˜) =
Vol(N˜) then χ(OM˜ ) = χ(OM˜ ) = χ(F˜ ) < 0 and thus M˜ is a S1-bundle over a closed
orientable hyperbolic surface K˜ = OM˜ = OM˜ and deg(π) = 1 which implies that
π : K˜ → F˜ is homotopic to a homeomorphism. Denote by h (resp. t) the homotopy class
of the fiber in M˜ (in N˜ resp.) and let n denote the nonzero integer such that f∗(h) = tn.
Using the exact sequence
{1} //

Z //
×n

π1(M˜) //
f˜∗

π1(K) //
π∗

{1}

{1} // Z // π1(N˜) // π1(F ) // {1}
we check that f˜∗ is an isomorphism. Thus so is fˆ , by [Wa], and finally f is a covering map.
Moreover we claim that Gh(f) = deg(f) and Gob(f) = 1. Indeed the map f induces a
map f ′ : OM → ON of degree Gob(f). This implies that |χ(OM )| ≥ Gob(f)|χ(ON )| >
0 and since Vol(M) = |χ(OM )| = Vol(N) = |χ(ON )| then Gob(f) = 1 and since
deg(f) = Gh(f)×Gob(f) our claim is checked.
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5.2.3. Assume that N is hyperbolic. In this case the condition on the volume implies that
M is still a hyperbolic manifold and f is homotopic to a covering map by a rigidity result
of T. Soma in [S1, Theorem 1].
5.2.4. Assume that N is a non-geometric Haken manifold. This means in particular that
τ(N) 6= 0. Let q : Nˆ → N be the finite covering of N corresponding to f∗(π1M) and let
fˆ : M → Nˆ denote the lifting of f . There exists a finite covering f˜ : M˜ → N˜ of fˆ acting
trivially on TN∪H(N) (resp. TM∪H(M)) (in particular they have fiber degree 1) and such
that N˜ contains no embedded Klein bottles. After adjusting f˜ : M˜ → N˜ in standard form,
using Corollary 3.4 we fix a Seifert pieceΣ in N˜ and consider a componentG of f˜−1(Σ) so
that deg(f˜ |G : G→ Σ) 6= 0. We know from Proposition 4.1 that Vol(G) ≥ Vol(Σ) > 0.
This implies, since Vol(M˜) = Vol(N˜) that f˜−1(Σ) is actually connected and equal to G.
On the other hand, we know that if Gthin 6= ∅ then Vol(G) > Vol(Σ). Then Gthin = ∅
and thus G is a Seifert piece of M˜ with χ(OG) = χ(OΣ). Hence using paragraph 5.2.2
we know that f˜ |G is a covering map such that Gh(f˜ |G) = deg(f˜ |G) and Gob(f |G) =
1. This proves that f˜ |S(M˜ ) : S(M˜) → S(N˜ ) is a covering map. On the other hand
f˜ |H(M˜) : H(M˜)→ H(N˜) is a covering map by a result of T. Soma in [S1]. But since f˜
is π1-surjective then f˜ and thus fˆ is actually a homeomorphism, using [Wa], and hence f is
a covering map. Note that the induced proper map f |S(M) : S(M)→ S(N) is a covering
map such that Gh(f |Sh(M)) = deg(f) and Gob(f |Sh(M)) = 1. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.3.
5.3. Proof of Corollary 1.6. We consider here degree one maps between closed Haken
manifolds. In view of Theorem 1.3, to prove Corollary 1.6 we have to check the following
Claim 5.2. For any closed Haken manifold M there exists a constant ηM ∈ (0, 1), which
depends only on M , such that if N is a closed Haken manifold 1-dominated by M and
satisfying τ(N) ≥ τ(M)(1 − ηM ) then τ(M) = τ(N).
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there is a closed Haken manifoldM0 and a sequence of
closed Haken manifoldsNn such that there are degree one maps fn : M0 → Nn satisfying
τ(Nn) ≥ τ(M0)(1− 1/n) and τ(Nn) 6= τ(M0) for any n ∈ N. This implies in particular
that ‖M0‖ ≥ ‖Nn‖ ≥ ‖M0‖(1− 1/n). Then limn→∞ ‖Nn‖ = ‖M0‖. Hence by [D] this
implies that the sequence {Nn}n∈N is finite up to homeomorphism. This contradicts the
inequalities
‖M0‖
(
1−
1
n
)
≤ τ (Nn) < τ (M0)
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Thus one can apply Theorem 1.3 with the hypothesis deg(f) = 1. This completes the
proof of the corollary.
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